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Once upon a time, I think I wrote a whole
rambling, yet undoubtedly hilarious, Inkubator column about how the world was
disrespecting the lime and all the limeflavored treats in the world were getting
replaced by green apple. It was a travesty.
Well, vindication is mine, safe to say!
Skittles has just admitted the error of
their ways and has jettisoned the wholly disappointing green apple abomination it once
instituted and is returning the Free Willy to
its original, and surely fully natural, origin.
It’s once again lime-flavored. And now it’s
time for all other green apple candies to
follow suit. The jig is up, the news is out…
the renegade lime is reasserting its power
over the galaxy, just like the elder race did
at the end of the Rush album 2112. (What do
you mean you don’t like Rush? That’s just
blasphemy, and you need to stop reading
right now.) Lime forever. Limelight forever.
Look it up, it’s a great reference, I swear.
In completely unrelated news, I realized
that I just read 21 of Michael Connelly’s Harry
Bosch novels in the last 36 days. Is that problematic? Should I see someone about this?
As if that wasn’t obsessive enough, I thought
I’d finally check out the Amazon TV series of
the same name starring Titus Welliver. I had
to stop and wait until I finished the series
of books, first. Some wise-ass TV writers
have taken all the Bosch books and thrown
them into a fiction blender, and the resulting
series is all over the place. For example, in
the show, he has a teenage daughter. In the
book,s he doesn’t even find out he’s got a
kid until like book 10 or 12. I was like, WTF,
he doesn’t have a kid? What are they doing?
But then it happened. And it’s taken the
next 10 books for her to come to the age
she is on the show. I think the first season
was a mashup of novels 3, 8, and 12. And
I was only in book 5 then, so it was messing with my head and ruining future reads.
So no more TV Bosch until I’m all done.
And then suddenly I started seeing
Bosch book references everywhere. I
watched an episode of Travel Man, hosted
by Richard Ayoade, which, by the way, is
the epitome of dry, sarcastic smart snark.
It’s now on TUBI TV, and it’s free. Just do
it. I note this because Harry Bosch is really
named Hieronymus Bosch, after the very
odd Dutch painter. So when Ayoade enters a
Dutch gallery to “Bosch some Hieronymus,”
I got very excited. I also think I know every
street in Los Angeles now, and not just by
name, but also how they intersect and tie
together the city, thanks to 21 detailed novels of driving around LA. And I didn’t know
that once upon a time LA displaced and lied
to a huge population of poor immigrants
after WWII to build Dodger Stadium where
they lived. For shame, LA. Shame! Oh, the
things Harry Bosch is teaching me. But
4
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I’m still not going to listen to Art Pepper
jazz albums. One must have boundaries.
I’ve still got two more books to go.
And then I guess I can go read The Lincoln
Lawyer and Terry McCaleb books. It’s so
crazy because they made movies about
those books with Matthew McConaughey
and Clint Eastwood, respectively. They
are part of the Bosch multiverse. So in the
later Bosch books, he references that those
actors made movies about cases his counterparts were part of. So art imitates life
that initiated art. (Editor Tim note: Tim Olyphant made that same joke in Scream 2.)
I tried stepping away to savor them
longer. I gave the new Cotton Malone book
by Steve Berry a go. It’s #16 in that series.
It was crap. I get that the idea of the retired
operative for the US Government, with the
eidetic memory and the billionaire girlfriend
who’s restoring an ancient castle while
he owns a rare bookshop in Copenhagen,
already left the rails years ago, but this
new one was a real shark jumper. I think I
eye-rolled out loud when I got to the plot
“twist.” Ugh. So it’s back to Bosch I went.
Titus Welliver is now narrating the newest Bosch books, so there’s another crossover. Yes, I’m audio-booking it. Do you really
think I, or any human with a full time job
(some people might argue that point about
me), has time to sit down with 20+ books
in a month? That’s why I own multiple pairs
of Bluetooth headphones, so I can switch
from pair to pair after the batteries run out.
And that’s a lovely transition to Bluetooth earphones. Technological advancement needs to just take a timeout for a
while. Earphone technology has gotten
too advanced for its own good. I’ve been
using the same brand of fairly expensive
Bluetooth earbuds for years now; Jaybird
is the brand. Well, they’ve just “advanced”
to fully unwired earbuds only. That means
the two buds are no longer connected
by a cord to each other. I LOVED going
wireless from my phone to my Bluetooth buds, but now they’ve cut the cord
between the two ears! I call bullSH*T!
You KNOW I’m going to lose one or the
other of those things within the first 48
hours. Do you know how often I realize that
I’m losing them only because I feel the cord
slipping off my neck?! What’s going to happen when I drop or leave one little solitary
earbud sit somewhere? It’s a sure bet. I’m not
even going to test the waters. It’s like putting a pizza in the oven when you’re drunk
and thinking you’ll stay awake long enough
not to burn it. Just don’t even go there.
So now I have to wade out into the
murky waters of finding a new brand of
Bluetooth headphones. What happens
if all the high-end brands go the way of
the dodo, abandoning physically tethered
earbuds? This is just like what they did to
the limes! Those poor, abandoned limes!
You heard it here first. One day, we’ll be
coming back to wire-connected earbuds,
and there will be apologies in order! n
DUBUQUE365.COM
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LIVE AT HERITAGE CENTER
PERFORMING ARTS SERIES

Jim Belushi
and the Board
of Comedy

THURSDAY, APRIL 14 @ 7:30 PM
UNIVERSITY OF DUBUQUE HERITAGE
CENTER JOHN AND ALICE BUTLER
HALL (2255 BENNETT ST)
Jim Belushi and the Board of Comedy will remind you of home with a
harmonica and absolute hilarity on
Thursday, April 14, at University of
Dubuque Heritage Center at 7:30 p.m.
An alumnus of Saturday Night Live and
Chicago’s famed Second City, Jim Belushi
has brought together a talented group of
classically-trained professional improvisers known as the Board of Comedy for a
night of rambunctious, rumbling laughter.
Accompanying Belushi will be Larry Joe
Campbell, Joshua Funk, and Megan Grano,
all of whom tour regularly nationwide.
Belushi starred on the ABC hit comedy
sitcom According to Jim. He also served
as the show’s executive producer, music
composer, and director. Belushi has
appeared in over 75 movies including
The Whole Truth, Red Heat, About Last
Night, The Principal, and K-9. He also
sings, dances, and plays harmonica in
the Blues Brothers with Dan Aykroyd and
with his own band, The Sacred Hearts.
The Board of Comedy reunites
Belushi with Campbell, who is known

for his role as Andy on According to
Jim. In a Q&A provided by the Board of
Comedy, Belushi said Campbell is “the
funniest man I know and he is effortless
on stage to work with. I adore him. He
makes me cry on stage, he’s so funny.”
Campbell has also appeared in R.I.P.D.,
Hall Pass, and Weeds. Funk is an awardwinning director whose credits include
Key and Peele, Reno 911, Wild n’ Out, and
The Informant. Grano’s TV and film credits
include Weeds, Parks and Recreation,
Hot in Cleveland, and Bridesmaids.
Jim Belushi and the Board of Comedy
features each improviser’s humor in a
high-energy, interactive setting. As they
say in improv, you’ve never seen this show
before, and you will never see it again.
Some content may be appropriate for mature audiences only. Tickets
are $25–$49. All tickets increase by $5
for purchases on the day of the performance. Tickets can be purchased at
the Heritage Center Farber Box Office;
by phone at 563-585-SHOW; or online
at DBQ.edu/heritagecenter. n

Dubuque Fighting Saints Hockey

VS GREEN BAY GAMBLERS: SATURDAY, APRIL 16 @ 7:05 PM
VS CEDAR RAPIDS ROUGHRIDERS: FRIDAY, APRIL 22 @ 7:05 PM
MYSTIQUE COMMUNITY ICE CENTER (1800 ADMIRAL SHEEHY DR)
showcases the best and brightest, fastThe Dubuque Fighting Saints head
est small dogs in the Tri-State Area.
into their final games of the 2021Close out the regular season on April 22
2022 season at the Mystique Comwith a final bout against the Cedar Rapids
munity Ice Center. They have clinched
RoughRiders. The Saints sponsors will be
their spot in the Clark Cup Playoffs for
giving away goodies, and don’t miss the
the 11th consecutive season, continugrand prize giveaway of the Winning Edge!
ing the longest streak in the USHL.
Call 563-583-6880 or visit
Then, the second to last match of
DubuqueFightingSaints.com
the regular season brings the Green
for tickets and the latest news
Bay Gamblers to Our House on April 16
on the Clark Cup Playoffs. n
for Small Dog Races. This yearly staple
6
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FRI 4/15

Annual Frog Walk
6–7:30 PM @ MEEKER ST
FOOTBRIDGE (GALENA, IL)

Amphibian expert Tony
Vorwald from Jackson
County (IA) Conservation
leads participants in a frog
call survey. He will also
bring some critters with him
including turtles and snakes.
$10/person, $25/family
for non-JDCF members.
815-858-9100. JDCF.org.

Easter Egg
Hunt & Hike

eight at Swiss Valley Nature
Preserve. There is 1 golden
egg hidden harder than the
rest of them—where is it at?
Once you find an egg, take
a picture with it, and put it
back where it was found.
Check the Dubuque County
Conservation Facebook page
for clues on where others are
finding these eggs if you are
struggling! 563-556-6745.
facebook.com/dubuque
countyconservation.

SUN 4/17

WED 4/20

Sunday Tea

AND SWISS VALLEY

1–3 PM @ MATHIAS

NATURE PRESERVE

HAM HISTORIC SITE

April 15–17. The Easter Bunny
came through Dubuque
County and has hidden some
eggs. There are eight eggs
at Finley’s Landing Park and

Enjoy an assortment of
finger sandwiches, treats,
and a variety of teas. If
dietary restrictions are
noted ahead of time, staff

THU 4/21

She Unites: Why
Community Matters
6–7:15 PM @ 7 HILLS
EVENT CENTER

The Collective SBAD:
Nicole Harvey &
Marcus Washington
5–7 PM @ SMOKESTACK

FINLEY’S LANDING

DUBUQUE365.COM

will be able to accommodate those needs. Space is
limited. RSVP. $20 Adults;
$10 youth. 2241 Lincoln
Ave. 563-557-9545 x218.
rivermuseum.com.

Nicole Harvey of Takeover
Cosmetics and Marcus
Washington of Young & Filthy
discuss The Art of Selling.
The monthly meeting ups
are intended to connect
Tri-State professionals
with each other, various
business organizations, and
businesses. 563-663-3342.
collectivesmall
bizalliance.com.

Founders of She Unites, Nat
Finley and Adele Herman,
tackle the big question of
why in-person community
matters. In a digital age and
a post-Covid era, why does
in-person connection matter?
Hear their story of starting
She Unites, the impact of this
community, and where to go
from here. On the She Unites
One Year Anniversary, Adele
and Nat will share why building this community needed
to happen and how this
organization and partnership
has propelled the She Unites
mission forward. Free. 1098
Jackson St. 608-218-4756.
SheUnitesIowa.com.

Radio Show: Around
the World in 80 Days
7 PM @ GALENA CENTER
FOR THE ARTS (GALENA, IL)

April 21–23 and 28–30 at
7 p.m. and May 1 at 2 p.m.
Stampeding elephants!
Raging typhoons! Runaway
trains! Hold onto your seats
for the original amazing race!
Mark Brown’s adaptation of
the radio play Around the
World in 80 Days is based
on the book by Jules Verne.
Join fearless adventurer
Phileas Fogg and his faithful
manservant as they race to
beat the clock! Phileas Fogg
has agreed to an outrageous wager that puts his
fortune and his life at risk.
$20 Adults, $8 ages 12 and
under. 971 Gear St, Galena, IL.
galenacenterforthearts.com.
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Earth Day Upcycled
Art Show
CARNEGIE-STOUT
PUBLIC LIBRARY

April 21–24. The CarnegieStout Public Library, in
partnership with Green Iowa
AmeriCorps and the Dubuque
Metropolitan Area Solid Waste
Agency, invite the public to
turn their trash into art for an
Earth Day Upcycled Art Show.
Artworks should include
material that would otherwise
go into the trash and that is
clean of food waste or other
potential hazards. Creators
can drop off their upcycled
art at the Carnegie-Stout
Public Library second floor
reference desk beginning
Winners for different age
categories will receive prizes.
One entry per person. Free.
360 W 11th St. 563-589-4225.
carnegiestout.org.
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One Clarke,
One Community
Week

APRIL 21–30
CLARKE UNIVERSITY (1550 CLARKE DR)
In a celebration of its deeply-rooted
history in Dubuque and the surrounding area, Clarke University
will host One Clarke, One Community Week from April 21 to 30.
The week will consist of a variety of
events, including the Inauguration of
the University’s 16th President, Thom D.
Chesney, Ph.D., at 4 p.m. on April 28
in the Robert and Ruth Kehl Center. A
reception will immediately follow the
ceremony in the Student Activity Center.
Both events are free, informal, and open
to the public. Chesney joined Clarke in
2019 after a unanimous vote from the
Board of Trustees, but COVID-19 restrictions canceled the original ceremony.
Beyond the inauguration ceremony,
the week will feature a faculty and
staff recognition event, special campus
mass, Board of Trustees meetings and
other gatherings. The week also coincides with Dubuque Days of Caring on
Friday, April 29. University students

8
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and employees alike are encouraged to
volunteer as part of this city-wide effort.
“There is no better living example
of the sentiment ‘One Clarke, One
Community’ than to have our students and employees volunteer their
time and talents in Dubuque and the
greater area,” said Clarke President
Thom D. Chesney. “Since its founding
in 1843, Clarke has been dedicated to
the common good, and taking part in
Dubuque Days of Caring is a key part
of our year-round array of volunteerism
and service-learning activities.”
The week’s festivities will close with
the 2nd Annual Clarke Fest. Well on its
way to becoming Dubuque’s favorite
block party, ClarkeFest also offers free
admission to the public. Held on the
Wahlert Atrium Front Lawn from 4 to
8 p.m. on Saturday, April 30, visitors
can enjoy music and art from local and
national performers, an art sale featuring student and faculty pieces, and food
from some of Dubuque’s most popular
food trucks. The event is co-sponsored
by Arts at Clarke, Clarke Activities Board,
and the Clarke Student Association.
To learn more about all the
activities offered during One
Clarke, One Community Week, visit
clarke.edu/inauguration. n
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“Dine Out/
Take Out” for
Public Schools

THURSDAY, APRIL 21
VARIOUS DUBUQUE RESTAURANTS
Dubuque’s “Dine Out/Take Out” for Public
Schools event will take place on Thursday,
April 21, presented by the Foundation for
Dubuque Public Schools (FDPS). “Dine
Out/Take Out” is a collaboration between
local restaurants, the community, and
the Foundation for Dubuque Public
Schools (FDPS), in raising funds to enrich
Dubuque Community School District programs. The goal is to encourage school
district families and Dubuque residents to
dine out or take out at participating restaurants, in an effort to drive business at
local eateries, and raise money for school
projects and programs not covered by
the school district’s annual budget.
The public is encouraged to participate throughout the day by eating out
or taking out at partnered restaurants
or ordering food for delivery. Diners should be sure to tell their servers and cashiers that they are “dining
out/taking out” for public schools.

The following participating restaurants will donate a portion of their
sales to FDPS on April 21: 1st & Main,
Adobos Mexican Grill, Applebee’s Grill
+ Bar, Barrel House, Carlos O’Kelly’s,
Caroline’s Restaurant, Charlotte’s Coffee House, Dairy Queen (1260 E 16th St,
4039 Pennsylvania, and 2380 Gateway
Dr), Falbo Bros Pizzeria, Fat Tuesday’s,
Fazoli’s, Freddy’s Frozen Custard and
Steakburgers, Gino’s East Pizza, Knockout Melts, L May Eatery, Magoo’s Pizza
(Dinner Only), Mario’s Italian Restaurant, Old Chicago, Oolong Asian Cuisine, Panchero’s Mexican Grill, Pita Pit,
Texas Roadhouse, Town Clock Pizza,
Wayfarer Coffee, and Your Pie Pizza.
For more information, contact
Amy Unmacht, FDPS executive director, at amyu@dbqfoundation.org
or 563-588-2700 or visit
dbqfoundation.org/FDPS. n
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Events
FRI 4/22

SAT 4/23

Earth Day at
River Lights

91 Bouthillier St, Galena, IL.
tristatehistorical
presentations.
blogspot.com.

5 PM @ RIVER LIGHTS
BOOKSTORE

Join River Lights in celebration of Earth Day. Andie Donnan and Ashely Neises from
Sandhill Farm talk plants at
5 p.m. Ken Koch and Tim Fay
host an open mic at 6 p.m.
1098 Main St. 563-556-4391.
riverlights.com.

Couples Cooking
Class: Spring Rolls &
Veggie Pot Stickers
6–7:15 PM @ GALENA
ARC (GALENA, IL)

Celebrate Earth Day and the
arrival of spring with your
favorite someone, spouse
or BFF—singles are fine
too! Learn to make healthy
Asian appetizers and dipping sauce. Fresh, healthy
ingredients wrapped two
ways. Bring your own beverage and large platter. RSVP.
$35. 11084 W US HWY 20,
Galena, IL. 815-777-2248.
galenaarc.org.

Steve’s Ace Home
& Garden Peosta
Grand Opening

Potato Tower
Workshop
9 AM–NOON @ CONVIVIUM
URBAN FARMSTEAD

Join Farm Manager, A.J., for
this interactive workshop
where you’ll learn all about
potatoes, how to grow
them, and some alternative
growing methods. This class
is very hands-on as you will
be building potato towers
from start to finish, please
dress accordingly. If you are
interested in taking home a
kit to build your own potato
tower, they are available for
$30 (soil, straw, and potatoes
are NOT included). RSVP by
April 19 for a kit. $15 workshop, $30 take home kit. 2811
Jackson St. 563-557-2900.
convivium-dbq.com.

April 23–24. Browse local
vendors showcasing their
crafts. Center of I Am facilitators will be available for
services, special presentations, and sound healings.
Proceeds benefit The Self
Help Scholarship. 3220
Dodge St. 563-556-8888.
centerofiam.com.

AND MCCORMICK ST

Grant’s Home Front
Historical
Reenactment &
Encampment
9 AM–4 PM @ DEPOT
PARK (GALENA, IL)

April 23 at 9 a.m.–4 p.m. and
April 24 at 10 a.m.–2 p.m..
Experience life in the 1860s
through a Living History
Encampment and Civil War
Battle. Enjoy the Sanitary Fair
(a Civil War Ladies Bazaar
supporting our troops) with
beautiful handmade items for
sale. This is a family friendly
event with the chance to
interact with reenactors
portraying both military and
civilians in the 1860’s during
the war. Meet General Grant
and his staff, see a medical
demonstration, and have
your child “drill” with the
troops! Watch history come
alive in Galena Country. Battles on Saturday at 11:30 a.m.
and Sunday at 1:30 p.m. $5
Adults, free ages under 12.
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CENTER OF I AM

1–5 PM @ UNIVERSITY AVE

& GARDEN PEOSTA

April 22–24. America’s most
celebrated “helpful place”
officially opens its doors.
Steve’s Ace will have live
music, caricature drawings,
bounce house, giveaways,
specials, activities, and special gifts for the first 300 kids
through the doors on Saturday, April 23. There will also
be a guest appearance from
our very own Ace Hardware
All-Star, Nile Kron (along with
his family). Nile is currently
being treated at the University of Iowa Stead Family
Children’s Hospital and donations during the grand opening will directly benefit the
local hospital. 456 Peosta St,
Peosta, IA. stevesace.com.

10 AM–5 PM @

Curbside Supply
Drive for Local
Afghan Refugees

STEVE’S ACE HOME
(PEOSTA, IA)

Spring Equinox Arts
and Crafts Expo

University of Dubuque
student Kira Finifrock will
hold a Curbside Supply Drive
for Local Afghan Refugees.
When selecting a civic
engagement project for her
communication senior seminar class, Finifrock, a senior
double majoring in communication and sociology, decided
to organize a supply drive.
Items needed include pillows,
pillow cases, Queen and Twin
sheet sets, blankets, comforters, mattress protectors,
wastebaskets, trash bags,
mops, brooms and dust pans,
all-purpose cleaner, paper
towels, light bulbs, pens,
paper, alarm clocks, and
gift cards to places such as
Target, Walmart, and Kohls. A
full list of needs is available at
newlifedbq.com/afghanistan.
Donations will be given to
New Life Church, which partnered with Samaritan’s Purse
and was approved as a resettlement sponsor for Afghan
refugee families. dbq.edu.
Issue #406
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Party for
the Planet

SATURDAY, APRIL 23 @ 11 AM–3 PM
NATIONAL MISSISSIPPI RIVER
MUSEUM & AQUARIUM (350 E 3RD ST)
The National Mississippi River Museum
& Aquarium celebrates Earth Day
with Party for the Planet on Saturday, April 23 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Throughout the day, staff will hold educational features including creature features, history corners, discussions about
our conservation efforts, and much more.
The MakerSpace area in the River of
Innovation exhibit will also have Earth Day
and conservation/sustainability-themed
activities available throughout the day.

Other regularly scheduled activities like Behind the Scenes Tours and
Stingray Feedings will still be available for purchase at the box office.
Mark Zalaznik performs in the boatyard, and Dimensional Brewing Company
will provide Conservation Cream Ale
for the event. A portion of each sale by
Dimensional supports the River Museum’s
conservation efforts. This event is funded,
in part, by AZA’s Spring into Action grants.
General admission into the River
Museum allows for attendees to be
involved with the festivities. Adults are
$20.95, ages 3–17 are $15.95, and ages
65+ are $18.95. To purchase your tickets
in advance or for more information, call
the River Museum at 563-557-9545
or visit RiverMuseum.com. n

SheShed Fest

Fest is a great opportunity discover
numerous one-of-a-kind products that
will be difficult to find anywhere else.
The SheShed Fest has 100 area makers in attendance, and they are ready to
show you what they have to offer. Shop
Tri-State area makers, artsians, crafters, upcyclers, bakers, and antiquers.
The $2 admission gets you into all
buildings. You won’t want to miss amazing shopping day! For more information,
visit JodiAndKTInviteYou.com. n

Evening of Light:
Michelle Knight

that survivors of sexual assault and
domestic violence get the help they
deserve on their journey to healing.
Riverview Center provides sexual
assault services in a 14 county Northeast Region of Iowa, as well as sexual or
domestic violence services in Jo Daviess
and Carroll Counties in Illinois. Their
services are free regardless of biological
sex, gender identity/expression, sexual
orientation, immigration status, English
proficiency, race and/or ethnicity, incarceration status, disability or background.
These free services include
24-hour crisis hotlines, legal, medical and social service advocacy,
long- and short-term counseling,
trauma-informed therapy, transition
and basic needs assistance, and more.
Space is limited, so be sure to
reserve your spot today! Tickets
are $100 and can be purchased at
rcdubuque.home.qtego.net. For more
information, visit RiverviewCenter.org. n

SUNDAY, APRIL 24 @ 10 AM–3 PM
DUBUQUE COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
(14569 OLD HIGHWAY RD)
Jodi & KT Invite You to the 3rd
annual SheShed Fest on Sunday,
April 24 from 10 a.m.–3 p.m. at the
Dubuque County Fairgrounds.
Who doesn’t love a handmade and
re-purposed market filled with so many
talented local vendors? The SheShed

THURSDAY, APRIL 28 @ 5 PM
GRAND RIVER CENTER (500 BELL ST)
Riverview Center’s Annual Evening
of Light features keynote speaker
Michelle Knight on Thursday, April 28
at 5 p.m. at the Grand River Center.
The night begins with a showcase
of auction items from local businesses,
followed by dinner and inspiring keynote
speaker. Featuring nationally known
speaker and sexual assault survivor,
Michelle Knight, and stories of hope and
healing after abuse from the survivors
Riverview Center serves, this event
promises to be a night to remember.
The Annual Evening of Light
an empowering celebration of the
resiliency of child, teen, and adult
survivors of sexual and domestic
violence. Funds raised help ensure
10
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SAT 4/23

In the Mood featuring
Hunter Fuerste & The
American Vintage
Orchestra
5:30–9 PM @
STEEPLE SQUARE

Steeple Square welcomes
back Hunter Fuerste & The
American Vintage Orchestra:
In the Mood. The band will
be joined by vocalists Bryan
Anthony and Amy Dolan,
plus the Penthouse Singers.
The evening includes heavy
hors d’oeuvres, drinks and
legendary music and vocals.
All proceeds benefit the
non-profit organization,
Steeple Square. $100. 101
E 15th St. 563-235-3584.
steeplesquare.com.

DUBUQUE365.COM

SUN 4/24

worm habitat, and other
supplies. RSVP required. 360
W 11th St. 563-589-4225.
carnegiestout.org.

Starry Night Hike
7:30 PM @ WHITEWATER
CANYON (BERNARD, IA)

Join Dubuque County
Conservation on an exploration of the night and why it
is important! Meet at White
Water Canyon, talk about
why we need the night and
the effects of light pollution,
go on a night hike, and
tour the night sky. Bring
flashlights or headlamps for
the hiking portion of this
event. Free. 29912 9th Ave,
Bernard, IA. 563-556-6745.
facebook.com/dubuque
countyconservation.

RiverBend Bronze
Handbell Concert

Worm Composting
Workshop
2–4 PM @ CARNEGIESTOUT PUBLIC LIBRARY

Learn how to compost yearround at home with the help
of worms! Join experts from
Green Iowa AmeriCorps and
the Dubuque Metropolitan
Area Solid Waste Agency at
the Carnegie-Stout Public
Library for a family-friendly,
hands-on worm composting
workshop. Workshop attendees will build their own worm
compost bins to take home.
Only one worm compost
bin per household allowed,
though the whole family may
participate in the workshop.
Each household will receive
Red Wiggler worms, a
compost bin, instructions
on how to create a healthy

handbell ringers from the
greater Western Eastern Iowa
community. Many members
are bell ringers in their
respective churches or are
active in national handbell
organizations. Free. 1199 Main
St. riverbendbronze.org.

3 PM @ ST. LUKE’S UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

Environmental
Awareness Program
2–3:30 PM @ ST. JOSEPH
THE WORKER CHURCH
MARTIN HALL

Focusing on the 3 Rs
(Reduce, Reuse, Recycle), the
program will have a panel for
information and questions
and answers and we will
have interactive displays of
things currently available in
Dubuque. Sponsored by the
Social Justice Committees
of St. Joseph the Worker
and St. Joseph Key West.
Free. 2001 St. Joseph St.

RiverBend Bronze, a premier
handbell ensemble from
the Quad Cities, presents a
spring concert in the historic
sanctuary of St. Luke’s.
Director John Klopp selected
the program of Lenten and
Easter music appropriate
to the season and secular
pieces reflecting the spirit
of exploration. In addition,
the ensemble honors the
late Cynthia Dobrinski, wellknown handbell composer
and arranger, and performs
two original works under
the baton of past director and composer James
Bawden. Presenting with
300 bells and chimes, the
RiverBend ensemble is a
volunteer ensemble of 20

Issue #406

MON 4/25
Readings Under
the Influence
7–10 PM @ ESTHER’S
LOUNGE

Your favorite interactive
anti-open mic night. RUI is different every time. Sometimes
it’s edgy, sometimes sweet,
sometimes controversial,
sometimes downright vicious,
but always artful. In the past,
there have been multimedia
displays, live painters, and
dancers, all as accompaniment to the readers sharing
their original work. The
common thread is art, art,
and art, in all of its wondrous manifestations. Free.
facebook.com/RUIDBQ.
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Architecture Days

preservation projects of all sizes taking place in our community! Tours of Five Flags available from 5 to 5:45 p.m.

MAY 2–7
DOWNTOWN DUBUQUE
Building on the premise that architecture is a form of art,
Dubuque Main Street annually celebrates the rich architectural landscape of downtown Dubuque. The vast diversity
of architectural styles found in our historic, treasured structures adds to this rich intermingling of artistry and architectural design. Space is limited and reservations are required
for the single-day events. To reserve your spot, ,email
office@dubuquemainstreet.org or call 563-588-4400.

Free Tour of Lacy Mansion

Free Tour of Steeple Square Event Centers
WEDNESDAY, MAY 4 @ NOON
101 E 15 TH ST

Visit the beautifully preserved sanctuary of the former St. Mary’s Church that has been transformed
into a stunning event center. The lower level includes
renovated spaces for rent, a culinary kitchen,
and a space to provide hands-on education.

Free Tour of Progress at 11th & Iowa Streets
THURSDAY, MAY 5 @ NOON

MONDAY, MAY 2 @ NOON

1101 & 1159 IOWA ST

1640 MAIN ST

Most recently known commercially as HofftmanSchneider Funeral Home, it was, built in 1878 in the
Second Empire style by architect Fridolin Heer for
Frank M. Robinson. Meticulously cared for, Katherine Tully purchased the home in January 2021.

With commercial and residential properties on the 1100
block of Iowa Street, Ken Lin has been transforming his
corner of Dubuque with steady, incremental improvements and new business ventures. Visit one of his vacation
rentals at 1159 Iowa. St. and the renovation/ expansion of Jubeck New World Brewing at 1101 Iowa St.

Free Tour of Old Main Hidden Rental Gems

Free Central Avenue Redux Walking Tour

TUESDAY, MAY 3 @ NOON

SATURDAY, MAY 7 @ 10:30 AM–NOON

50 BLUFF ST AND 245 W 1 ST ST

MEET IN THE PARKING LOT AT 1435 CENTRAL AVE.

Tour the recent significant renovations of the Montana
House at 245 W. 1st St. and the newly finished home at
50-52 Bluff St. Two block walk between locations.

Explore this rapidly evolving neighborhood that includes
multigenerational family businesses, new entrepreneurs,
world-class art, restaurants, and more, all housed within
one of the most intact National Register historic districts
in Dubuque. Discover what makes this a “neighborhood
to watch” as it enters a new period of growth and vitality.
Tour led by Duane Hagerty and Jason Neises. Tour will end
with an interior visit to Voices Studio (1585 Central Ave)

Dubuque Preservation Awards &
Recognition Presentation
TUESDAY, MAY 3 @ 6 PM
FIVE FLAGS THEATER (405 MAIN ST)

Annual Historic Preservation Award Ceremony of the City
of Dubuque and Dubuque County. Learn about quality

12
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Carnegie-Stout Public Library Opportunities
360 W 11TH ST
563-589-4225

Free Maker Space Activity
Visit the library to re-create a downtown building using
cut-out designs, markers, colored pencils, washi tape,
and more. Make a replica of the historic Shot Tower
using Perler beads. No reservations necessary, and
children under 12 must be accompanied by an adult.
Free Children’s Activity Book
Stop by the Children’s Desk for a free copy of the Bee an
Architect activity and coloring book that engages children
to learn about architecture by completing fun challenges.

Dubuque Architecture Scavenger Hunt
This year’s scavenger hunt will be available through
the Actionbound (free) app on phones and tablets
beginning May 2 and open through May 16. n

DUBUQUE365.COM

Events
TUE 4/26
Understanding
Brain Health
6:30–8:30 PM @ HILLCREST
HADLEY CHAPEL

Brain health information will be on display for
community support and
resources followed by
community speakers. 2005
Asbury Rd. 563-556-1394.

FRI 4/29

get to experience specialty
exhibitors and vendors. There
are also optional special after
hours events (additional registration required), including
paranormal investigations
with regional research group
Transcendent Paranormal
Society. There will be a
special musical performance
by the award winning
Madison, WI based band,
Sunspot! $85. 230 S Main St,
Galena, IL. 815-990-7203.
hauntedgalena
tourcompany.com.

the Old Blacksmith Shop,
guided tours of the Elihu
Washburne Home, annual
pie auction, church service,
speakers and presentations, scavenger hunt, and
more. 815-777-9131.
galenahistory.org.

SAT 4/30

Run for the Parks
8 AM–NOON @ GALENA
RIVER TRAIL (GALENA, IL)

The Haunted Galena
Conference
DESOTO HOUSE HOTEL
(GALENA, IL)

April 29–30. The Haunted
Galena Conference features
speakers and workshops
on hauntings, dark history,
ghosts, mediumship, and
various aspects of the
paranormal. You will also

DUBUQUE365.COM

U.S. Grant’s
Bicentennial Birthday
Celebration Weekend
GALENA, IL

April 29–May 1. Celebrate
President Grant’s birthday
with Lamplight Tours, free
admission to the Galena
– U.S. Grant Museum and

The Kiwanis Club of Galena
invites you to sign up for their
annual Run for the Parks with
proceeds benefitting the
parks in our community. You
can choose between 10K or
5K (start at 8:30 a.m.) and
kids half-mile run (start at
8 a.m.). $45 Adults, $12 children. 91 Bouthillier St, Galena,
IL. kiwanisclubofgalena.org.

UR Awesome
Conference

Independent
Bookstore Day

8:30 AM–4:0 PM @

9 AM–4 PM @ RIVER

STEEPLE SQUARE

LIGHTS BOOKSTORE

UR Awesome is a conference
of encouragement, awakening women everywhere. Hear
the stories of other women
and their wisdom for living
forward. Remember who we
are as birthers of children,
music, art, dance, and all
creation. We are co-creators
with God. The day will be a
prayer for those suffering in
the Ukraine. Speakers include
Carol Grubb, Rosalyn D.,
Cindy Hedgepeth, and SusanMarie Doyle. Music by Sue
Kalb, John Miller, and Brenna
Cussen-Anglada. Dance by
Academy of Ballet. Coffee,
sweets, and lunch provided.
Men are also welcome.
$35 Adults, $20 students
(scholarships available). 101
E 15th St. 563-582-6817.

Join in the celebration at
River Lights Bookstore
as they continue to bring
Culture, Community, and
Connectedness to Dubuque.
A part of downtown for
almost 15 years, River
Lights Bookstore is happy
to celebrate this day with
their customers. Special
promotions and events are
featured throughout the day.
1098 Main St. 563-556-4391.
riverlights.com.

Food For Thought:
Sustainable Iowa
Land Trust
11 AM @ DUBUQUE WINTER
FARMERS MARKET

while promoting sustainable
agriculture. Did you know
that Iowa exports nearly 90%
of the food products grown
in the state? What if we grew
food in a way that improved
the quality of our soil, made
land accessible to young
up-and-coming farmers, and
put food on the tables of our
neighbors? Our final Food
For Thought presentation of
the season will be with Suzan
Erem, SILT’s Community
Engagement Specialist, to
learn about their Circle Our
Cities campaign, which has a
goal of surrounding 10 Iowa
cities with 10 permanent
table food farms in 10 years.
Join Dubuque Winter Farmers Market for engaging
conversations with farmers,
advocates, and food system
disrupters who will help you
make connections to the
broader food system. 555 JFK
Rd. wintermarketdbq.com/
speakerseries.

SILT is an organization
dedicated to protecting the
future of farming in Iowa
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Food Truck
Fridays

FRIDAYS: MAY 6, JUNE 10,
JULY 8, AUGUST 19, AND
SEPTEMBER 9 @ 11 AM–1 PM
WASHINGTON PARK (700 LOCUST ST)
Walk, bike, or drive to Washington Park
where food trucks will line the streets,
ready to celebrate the end of the week
with you. Brought to you by Travel
Dubuque, Food Truck Friday takes
place on select Fridays from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m., May through September.

Enjoy lunch from Birds. Fried
Chicken, Buenie Bottoms Grill, Candle
Ready Cakes, Crepe Iron, Dinger’s
D’Lites, Little Wolf Farms Drink Truck,
Magoo’s Pizza, and Rockin 5k BBQ.
Vendors may vary by month.
This year’s musical lineup includes Maureen Kilgore on May 6, Ralph Kluseman on
June 10, Andy Wilberding on July 8, TBD
on Aug. 19, and Joie Wails on Sept. 9. Live
music is sponsored by 365ink Magazine.
Please note that schedules, vendors, and details may be subject
to change. For more information,
visit TravelDubuque.com. n

Dubuque Farmers’ Market

SATURDAYS: MAY 7–SEPTEMBER 24 @ 7 AM–NOON
SATURDAYS: OCTOBER 1–29 @ 8 AM–NOON
11TH–13TH AND IOWA ST
area around City Hall at Iowa and 13th
Now in its 177th year, Iowa’s oldest farmers’ market, the Dubuque
St. going down to 11th St., the market has
Farmers’ Market, opens on Saturgrown in recent years to attract vendors
day, May 7, from 7 a.m. to noon.
offering a larger variety of produce,
Early produce such as asparagus, letmeats, cheeses, baked goods, handmade
tuce, water cress, rhubarb, and peas will
goods, and on-site prepared foods.
be available. There will also be a large
Market Money tokens come in $5
selection of bedding plants, hanging basincrements and allow you to shop at all
kets, house plants, freshly baked goods,
vendors at Dubuque Farmers’ Market if
and a great selection of local arts and
you don’t have cash. You can purchase
crafts—all items that make perfect gifts for
tokens at the Money Market Booth. They
Mother’s Day, graduations, and weddings.
never expire and are great to be given
The Dubuque Farmers’ Market is open
as gifts, for birthdays and presents.
rain or shine every Saturday 7 a.m.–noon,
For more information, call Dubuque
May through September and 8 a.m.Main Street at 563-588-4400 or visit
noon in October. Stretching from the
DubuqueFarmersMarket.org. n
14
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SAT 4/30

Jewelry Boot Camp
Vendor Night

an educational nonprofit that
teaches public speaking and
leadership skills. No registration is required if attending in
person, but those interested
in attending virtually must
register in advance. 360
W 11th St. 563-589-4225.
carnegiestout.org.

5–7 PM @ SHAKE RAG
ALLEY (MINERAL
POINT, WI)

Midwest jewelry artists
welcome the public to shop
a wide variety of their handcrafted pieces in the spacious
Lind Pavilion—just in time for
Mother’s Day. Entrance is free
and Glenda’s Tamales will be
serving delicious cuisine that,
along with beverages, will be
for sale. Vendor night brings
together the public and Jewelry Boot Camp’s teaching
artists and students to socialize, shop and dine together.
The Lind Pavilion features an
outdoor patio with seating
to enjoy the spring air. Free.
411 Commerce St, Mineral
Point, WI. 608-987-3292.
ShakeRagAlley.org.

TUE 5/3

WED 5/4
Asbury City Wide
Garage Sales
ASBURY, IA

May 4–7. The Asbury Annual
Garage Sale will be held the
weekend of May 6. A full listing of the garage sales will be
posted on the City of Asbury
website the week before
the sales. 563-556-7106.
cityofasbury.com.

THU 5/5

Mexican-American
Multicultural Dinner
& Movie
4–8 PM @ SHALOM
SPIRITUALITY CENTER

Public Speaking 101:
David Loopez
6 PM @ CARNEGIESTOUT PUBLIC LIBRARY
AND VIRTUAL

Carnegie-Stout Public Library
welcomes David Lopez from
Dubuque Toastmasters for a
free workshop on the basics
of public speaking in the first
floor program room. Public
speaking is a powerful life
skill to develop no matter
what your background.
During this workshop, Lopez
will cover the basics of public
speaking, including tips and
tricks for creating engaging
presentations, methods of
improvisational speaking,
and ways to bolster confidence. Lopez is vice president
of education for Speakeasy, the Dubuque club of
Toastmasters International,
DUBUQUE365.COM

When Cortez began the
conquest of Mexico in 1519,
he was accompanied by missionaries of the Franciscan
Order. By the end of the
century, more than 1000
Franciscans ministered to
Indian converts and Spanish
citizens throughout the
colony. In 1998 the Catholic
Church commemorated
the 400th anniversary of its
arrival in New Mexico, taking
special note of the important
role played by Franciscans
in that long and challenging
history. Celebrate that rich
history with a smorgasbord
of Mexican-American food,
complete with the ambiance of Mexican-Hispanic
music from the Dave Overby
band. Prior to dinner, at
4 p.m., Shalom will show
the film A Life on Our Planet
by David Attenborough
in room 203. $30. 1001

Davis St. 563-582-3592.
shalomretreats.org.

The Politics of Tea:
The East India
Company and British
Tea Culture
6:30–7:30 PM @ VIRTUAL

For all its genteel connotations, the history of tea
is steeped in espionage,
rebellion, and the rise of
an Empire. Join Anglophile
and former UK resident
Claire Evans to explore the
background of the most
lucrative corporate venture
the world has ever known
and the product it brought
to the West at any cost.
With a nod to the popular
Bridgerton series, learn how
tea infused British society
from top to bottom and what
to expect should you ever
find yourself at afternoon
tea. Claire Evans is a former
journalist, attorney, and college lecturer who started her
love of most things British as
she and her mother watched
countless episodes of “Are
You Being Served,” “Fawlty
Towers,” and “The Vicar of
Dibley” on PBS. She went on
to study abroad in London
and, against the odds, she
married a Brit she met in
Peoria, Illinois. They moved
to England, where they lived
for a number of years. To
attend the livestream, call
the James Kennedy Public
Library at 563-875-8912.
bit.ly/politicsoftea.

BUT WAIT… THERE’S MORE!
VIEW OUR FULL EVENT LIST
DUBUQUE365.COM/EVENTS
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Ongoing &
Recurring
Events
MONDAY
Social Connections
for Singles Euchre
MON @ 6:15 PM
DENNY’S LUX CLUB

Come for friends and
euchre. 3050 Asbury Rd.
815-297-3308.

Dubuque Area
Humanists
3 RD MON @ 6:30–8 PM
DUBUQUE COUNTY PUBLIC
LIBRARY (ASBURY, IA)

Cultivate a community who
is good without God. Free.
5290 Grand Meadow Dr,
Asbury, IA. facebook.com/
dubuqueareahumanists.

activities including a craft
and a game. RSVP suggested.
Ages 2–5 with parent/caregiver. $10 for non-members;
$8 for members; adult free.
350 E 3rd St. 563-557-9545.
RiverMuseum.com.

MFC Teen Nights
TUE @ 5:30–7:30 PM
MULTICULTURAL

TUESDAY
Early Explorers
1 ST TUE & SAT @ 10 AM
MISSISSIPPI RIVER
MUSEUM & AQUARIUM

Join each month and discover
the ABCs of the world around
us. Hands-on and active

FAMILY CENTER

Teens can enjoy dinner and
activities while hanging
out and interacting in a
safe, fun environment that
promotes unity among
diversity and empowers
youth to reach their potential.
Free. 1101 Central Ave.
563-582-3681. MFCdbq.org.

Ukulele Time

She Unites

EVERY OTHER TUE: 4/12,

3 RD WED @ 6–7:30 PM

4/26, 5/10 @ 6 PM

7 HILLS EVENT CENTER

CARNEGIE-STOUT

She Unites is an inclusive
women’s group in Dubuque,
working to connect women
across the region through
education, philanthropy,
mutual support, and more. All
are worthy, all belong, all are
welcome. Free. 1098 Jackson
St. SheUnitesIowa.com.

PUBLIC LIBRARY

Want to learn how to play the
ukulele? Join librarian Ben to
work on chords, exercises,
and songs all geared toward
beginners. If you are brand
new to the instrument
consider arriving early for
help with tuning your uke.
RSVP required. 360 W 11th
St. 563-589-4225 x2224.
carnegiestout.org.

Faith Writers Group
ONLINE

Gather for creative camaraderie. Each month, a new project
is planned and announced.
Participants and/or local artists take turns leading projects,
introducing new materials and
sharing techniques. Supplies
included. Ages 12+. RSVP.
$5. 411 Commerce St, Mineral
Point, WI. 608-987-3292.
shakeragalley.org/art-party.

Shalom Spirituality Center’s
monthly writer’s group
allows time to share up to
two pages of writing with an
opportunity for feedback and
critique from other members.
Facilitated by Mary Potter
Kenyon. Free. 563-582-3592.
shalomretreats.org.

THURSDAY

Toastmasters
Speakeasy Club

Grandparent Tea

2ND, 4TH, AND 5 TH WED

1 ST THU @ 9:30–11 AM

@ 5:30 PM

SHALOM SPIRITUALITY

CARNEGIE-STOUT PUBLIC

CENTER DINING ROOM

LIBRARY AND VIRTUAL

Celebrate the gift of grandparenthood over a cup of tea!
Meet to share prayer, stories,
ideas, and unique family
dynamics while musing over
the joys of grandparenting.
RSVP. Freewill donation. 1001
Davis St. 563-582-3592.
shalomretreats.org.

Green Drinks
2 ND WED @ 6 PM
SMOKESTACK

Grab a drink with environmentally-minded friends and
discuss local issues concerning global environmental
challenges in the Dubuque
area with grassroots
advocacy, collaborative
actions and science-based
resources which support
transparency, accountability
and citizen empowerment.
Special topic of discussion
changes monthly. Sponsored
by Green Dubuque. 62 E 7th
St. GreenDubuque.org.
Issue #406

SHAKE RAG LIND PAVILION
(MINERAL POINT, WI)

Overcome your fear of
speaking in front of a group
and develop the skills to
give an organized, dynamic,
and interesting presentation
while also building your confidence. Ages 18+. Free. 360
W 11th St. facebook.com/
ToastmastersSpeakeasyClub.
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3 RD WED THROUGH
NOV 16 @ 6:30–8 PM

3 RD TUE @ 6:30–8 PM

WEDNESDAY
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Makers & Shakers
Art Party

SATURDAY
Platteville Winter
Farmer’s Market
1 ST & 3 RD SAT THROUGH
APR 30 @ 8 AM-NOON
ROUNTREE GALLERY
(PLATTEVILLE, WI)

Find homegrown and
handmade products from
fresh produce and prepared
food to art and crochet
blankets. 120 W Main St, Platteville, WI. 608-218-4374.
PlattevilleFarmers
MarketWI.com.

Dubuque Winter
Farmers Market
SAT THROUGH APR 30
@ 9 AM–NOON
KENNEDY MALL WEST
CONCOURSE

Regional vendors offer seasonal produce, eggs, meats,
cheeses, honey, maple syrup,
starter plants, herbs, baked
goods, and more. 555 JFK
Rd. WinterMarketDbq.com.

Driftless Poets
Monthly Workshop
2 ND SAT @ 2–4 PM
ONLINE

Local and aspiring poets are
invited to provide support
and encouragement for poets
seeking honest feedback on
their work. Submit work one
week in advance to receive
feedback and critique.
RSVP. 608-987-3292.
driftlesspoets.com.

Free Salsa/Bachata
Dance Lesson
3 RD SAT @ 8:30 PM
SMOKESTACK

FRIDAY
Social Connections for
Singles Meet & Greet
FRI @ 5–7 PM
SHOT TOWER INN

Come for friends and
food. 390 Locust St.
563-845-0070.

Adam’s Dance Connection
hosts a free salsa/bachata
dance lesson before Latin
rave night with DJ Papi.
No partner needed. No
experience necessary. 62
East 7th St. 563-845-9729.
akiefferdance@yahoo.com.

SUBMIT YOUR EVENTS
DO YOU HAVE A TRI-STATE EVENT THAT YOU’D LIKE TO
SHARE WITH OUR READERS? LET US KNOW WHAT’S
GOING ON BY SENDING US YOUR INFORMATION!
EMAIL: EVENTS@DUBUQUE365.COM
ONLINE SUBMISSION: DUBUQUE365.COM/SUBMIT-EVENT
DUBUQUE365.COM

MOVIE
NEWS
Coming Soon

Movie Buzz

EVERYTHING
EVERYWHERE ALL
AT ONCE (R)

In a new interview
with Fandango,
Doctor Strange in the
Multiverse of Madness
director Sam Raimi
noted that “Spider-Man broke open the idea that
characters from the multiverse could visit our
universe. But this is the first time that characters
from our universe will go out into the multiverse
and experience other universes. So, it’s going to
be a continuation, but that, I think, is one of the
biggest appeals. Finding other realities, and how
they rhyme with our own, or how they are
completely the opposite, or variations thereof. I
think therein lies the interest of this picture.”

When an interdimensional
rupture unravels reality, an
unlikely hero must channel her
newfound powers to fight
bizarre and bewildering dangers from the
multiverse as the fate of the world hangs in the
balance. 97% Fresh!

FATHER STU (R)
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13

After surviving a motorcycle
accident, a former boxer and
longtime agnostic (Mark
Wahlberg) comes to the
surprising realization that he’s
meant to be a Catholic priest.

FANTASTIC BEASTS:
THE SECRETS OF
DUMBLEDORE (PG-13)
FRIDAY, APRIL 15

Albus Dumbledore (Jude Law)
knows the powerful Dark
wizard Gellert Grindelwald
(Mads Mikkelsen) is moving to seize control of the
wizarding world. He entrusts Newt Scamander
(Eddie Redmayne) to lead a dangerous mission.
But with the stakes so high, how long can
Dumbledore remain on the sidelines?

THE BAD GUYS (PG)

The long-awaited
Beverly Hills Cop 4
finally appears to be
getting some traction
as the film has landed
a new director. When a television series that
would have followed Axel’s son, Aaron was
cancelled, Paramount Pictures put Beverly Hills
Cop 4 into development with Murphy set to
return in 2016. Future Bad Boys for Life directors
Adil El Arbi and Bilall Fallah signed on to direct
but left to make Batgirl. Skip ahead a few years
and now Mark Molloy is taking the reins in his
debut film. Also, The decision to release on
Netflix was one made before the rebranding of
CBS All Access to Paramount+ and the studio’s
attempt to focus on streaming films to bolster
their library and grow subscribers. Oops.

FRIDAY, APRIL 22

Based on the New York Times
bestselling book series, a
crackerjack criminal crew of
animal outlaws are about to
attempt their most challenging
con yet—becoming model citizens.

THE UNBEARABLE
WEIGHT OF MASSIVE
TALENT (R)
FRIDAY, APRIL 22

Creatively unfulfilled and facing
financial ruin, the fictionalized
version of Cage must accept
a $1 million offer to attend the birthday of a
dangerous superfan (Pedro Pascal). Things take
a wildly unexpected turn when Cage is recruited
by a CIA operative (Tiffany Haddish) and forced
to live up to his own legend, channeling his
most iconic and beloved on-screen characters
in order to save himself and his loved ones.
DUBUQUE365.COM

Following news of
an arrest, restraining
order, and erratic
behavior on-set,
there are rumors
of Warner Bros. Pictures holding meetings to
decide its future with actor Ezra Miller, who
stars in both The Flash and Fantastic Beasts:
The Secrets of Dumbledore. The studio rebuked
the original report from Rolling Stone, and
noted that no emergency meetings were held.
Ultimately, chalking up the rumors and claims
to exaggeration. Meanwhile, Flash fans are
taking to the net to call for Grant Gustin, star of
the WB’s Flash series for nine years to step in.
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ROUND 1 WINNER LILY NESTA

ROUND 2 WINNER LISA HOWELL

Easel Wars
Finale

90 minutes, all while the hosts and live
and virtual audiences comment, question, challenge, and heckle them. From
hula hoop contests to dance breaks to
painting while handcuffed—the audience may ask our artists to perform any
number of tasks to earn their donations.
After each performance, the paintings
will be raffled off to raise money for the
Grand Opera House. For every $10 you
donate into the artist’s donation campaign you are entered into a chance to
win the painting they created. Donations
into the artist’s campaigns can be made
by going to TheGrandOperaHouse.com
and clicking on the donation
link at the top of the page.
Join the live audience for just $10.
Tickets can be purchased in person
at the box office, by calling the Grand
Opera House at 563-588-1305, or
at TheGrandOperaHouse.com. n

THURSDAY, APRIL 14 @ 7:30 PM
GRAND OPERA HOUSE (135 W 8TH ST)
Four artists, two rounds, one winner. On Thursday, April 14, the two
Easel Wars finalists will be armed
with paintbrushes and competing
stroke for stroke for creative supremacy at the Grand Opera House.
The first round of the live painting fundraising competition saw Lily
Nesta best Ruth Bockenstedt Deutmeyer while Lisa Howell took the lead
against Erica Wilson in round two.
Easel Wars is not another stodgy
dinner, golf outing, or silent auction.
This is a knock-down drag-out competition, testing the artist’s ability to maintain focus and complete a painting in

Getting Sara
Married

APRIL 22–23, 28–30, AND
MAY 5–7 @ 7:30 PM
APRIL 24 AND MAY 1 AND 8 @ 2 PM
BELL TOWER THEATER (2728 ASBURY RD)
The Bell Tower Theater sets the stage for
Getting Sara Married, a comedy by Sam
Bobrick, on April 22 through May 8.
Sara Hastings is an unmarried lawyer
in her mid-thirties, and she is much
too busy for romance. Her eccentric
Aunt Martha has decided to take matters into her own hands and find Sara
a husband, no matter what it takes.
Early Bird performances on April 22
and 23 are $11.50, and all other performances are $23. Thursdays are Girls Night
Out; all audience members get a free
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glass of wine. For more information and
to purchase tickets, call 563-588-3377
or visit BellTowerTheater.net. n
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Arts

Sara Davis
Buechner

TRANSGENDER AWARENESS &
EQUALITY SPEAKING EVENT
FRIDAY, APRIL 29 @ 4–5 PM
FIVE FLAGS THEATER (405 MAIN ST)
The Dubuque Symphony Orchestra’s upcoming featured guest artist, pianist Sara Davis Buechner, a
transgender woman and outgoing
spokesperson for transgender rights,
will be speaking on this and her personal journey on Friday, April 29 from
4 to 5 p.m. at the Five Flags Theater.
Buechner has appeared as a speaker
and performer at important LGBTQ
events and has contributed interviews
and articles about her experience to
numerous media outlets worldwide.
Buechner states, “It is both my obligation and my privilege to be out and
proud, to be a spokesperson for transgender rights, and hopefully to stand
with my trans-brothers and sisters in
unity, continuing the good and necessary fight for full civil rights for all.”
Noted for her musical command,
cosmopolitan artistry, and visionary
independence, Buechner is one of the
most original concert pianists of our time.
Lauded for her “intelligence, integrity
and all-encompassing technical prowess”
(New York Times), “thoughtful artistry

in the full service of music” (Washington Post), and “astounding virtuosity”
(Philippine Star), Japan’s InTune magazine
sums up: “Buechner has no superior.”
Ms. Buechner has performed in every
state and province of North America as
recitalist, chamber musician, and soloist.
She has also toured throughout Latin and
South America and Europe, and enjoys a
special following in Asia, where she has
been a featured soloist with the Sydney
Symphony, New Zealand Philharmonic,
New Japan Philharmonic, and Shanghai
Philharmonic, among many others.
Sara will be performing Beethoven’s
Emperor Piano Concerto No. 5 with
the DSO on April 30 at 7:30 p.m. and
May 1 at 2 p.m. at Five Flags Theater.
All are invited to share in this open
conversation to foster community,
understanding and change. Sara’s
talk is tailored to middle school age
and up. Admission if free. For more
information about Sara’s event and
the upcoming DSO performances,
visit DubuqueSymphony.org. n

First Fridays

FRIDAY, MAY 6
NOON–8 PM @ STONED ART STUDIO & GALLERY (1800 CENTRAL AVE)
5:30–7:30 PM @ CARNEGIE-STOUT PUBLIC LIBRARY (360 W 11TH ST)
6–8 PM @ PLANTED. (245 W 1ST ST)
in the third floor Auditorium with Denny
First Fridays is Downtown Dubuque’s
Garcia. Denny has been a fixture in the
monthly visual art series, hosted by galDubuque area music scene for quite some
leries, museums, and venues, celebrating
time. A troubadour himself and a long proDubuque’s great visual arts scene. Visit
ponent of area musicians, he has shared
all of the locations and celebrate our
the stage with and showcased many area
creative community. All stops are free.
talents as the host of the radio show (and
Stoned Art Studio and Gallery
web series) Midwest Music Makers. He
features the extensive photography
naturally pulls from the traditions of folk,
collection of artist-photographer
bluegrass, blues, and more from a lifetime
Henry Matthiessen III. Refreshments
of playing with a rotating cast of musicians.
will be on hand. Stop in, talk art, talk
Planted. hosts Nina Dani this May.
photography, talk Driftless Region.
Finding inspiration in earthly landscapes,
Carnegie-Stout Public Library’s Art @
ethereal energies, and personal journeys,
your® library artist reception welcomes artNina Dani creates worlds of lively abstracists Marianne Black and Julie Ferring. Black
tions extending to reworked denim and
is a three dimensional mixed media artist
screen-printed ts from her Minneapolis
who specializes in creating pieces with a
studio and her self-converted adventure
story that draws you in to exploring your
van. Recent collaborations and pop-ups
own imagination. Ferring’s paintings reflect
with boutique Les Sol in Linden Hills
her love of nature and living landscapes
(Minneapolis, MN) and metaphysical
that surround us all. Meet and talk with the
shop We the Starborne in St. Paul, MN
artists about their works. Additionally, join
have fed her desire for community. n
for Music @ your library® from 6–7 p.m.
DUBUQUE365.COM
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Screening JDIFF Through
the Lens of a Volunteer
April 20–24
Downtown Dubuque
By Sharon Kuttler
The common denominator is FILM. The art, the creativity, the passion, the science—and that’s just one way to
look at it! For everyone who attends the Julien Dubuque
International Film Festival, it may also be about friends,
food, fun, music, laughing, singing, and even some dancing. For others it may be deep, meaningful conversations
about issues, concerns, and learnings. And all of that
may happen with a filmmaker from another country or
the friend that came with you. But at JDIFF, film is the
vehicle—and a fun ride awaits everyone at our festival!
I have observed, participated in, or enjoyed most of
the “rides” JDIFF provides. To say there is something
20
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for everyone is not an overstatement! And everyone
is invited to the “party!” Somewhere there has been
a misunderstanding that JDIFF is exclusively for the
filmmakers who come to town. Those of us working
behind the scenes know how important the filmmakers
are in creating a successful, well-respected film festival.
Without the amazing films that are submitted, we would
not have the quality event that JDIFF is now recognized
to be among filmmakers. But the fun that is to be had
at the festival is also meant to be a community experience (and those that come to Dubuque from all over the
world just contribute to making it the best party ever)!
Besides, no one knows better how to plan a fun time
than JDIFF’s executive director, Susan Gorrell. She is
not only extremely knowledgeable about film and the
industry, she is also an amazing event and party planner;
DUBUQUE365.COM
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she creates fun in every place and at
every event of the festival. (Just count
the number of venues with bands that
will be playing for you at the festival this
year… and don’t get me started about
the street party and the live music there!)
Yes, Dubuque, it is all waiting for you, with
many non-ticketed events thanks to the
generosity of individuals and businesses.
This year with the increasingly user-friendly JDIFF website
(JulienFilmFest.com) and app, as well
as the new collaboration between JDIFF
and the Carnegie-Stout Public Library,
we hope to introduce and welcome even
more members of our community to
festival time. Volunteers are ready to help
everyone navigate “how to festival”—and
I know they, too, will be having a good
time doing all that needs to be done.
Volunteering for the festival is another
whole way to have fun—and there are
a myriad of opportunities where anyone can give volunteering a try. (If you
click the “volunteer” tab on the JDIFF
website, you will be amazed at how
many areas where you can be useful
and helpful!) We even have volunteer
coordinators to help you volunteer!
Volunteering for JDIFF has definitely
helped me experience a greater sense of
community, both within the festival family
of volunteers, filmmakers, and board of
directors, as well as continuing to add
to my growing JDIFF tribe every single
year—both with people from Dubuque and
with people from many other locales.
As my festival commitment has grown,
so has my knowledge and appreciation for
Dubuque. I have learned more about the
arts and artists, the businesses, the organizations, the community outreach and
the generosity of spirit in this community
through JDIFF than in any other way.
I especially enjoy the process of, so to
speak, connecting the dots: Which is to
say learning about networking; connecting
people to people, finding common ground
to talk about a story, an issue, shared interests, or passion projects—all that can be
brought together, once again, through that
common denominator that film provides.
I love, as I am reviewing one of the festival film submissions, when a person comes
to my mind and I think, “They would really
(appreciate, or enjoy, or resonate) with (this
story or this art or this concept).” And then
when the festival program is released and
if that film has been accepted, I can say to
DUBUQUE365.COM

that person, “When I saw this film I thought
of you.” It’s a funny sort of connection, but
I love being a part of that entire process.
Through JDIFF I have come to believe
in viewing films as an important communal, community-building process. I have
found that as we watch a film we may see
ourselves or others in how a story is told.
Sometimes besides being entertained, we
can also be enlightened, challenged, and
maybe even transformed in some way.
So, I am really looking forward to
#JDIFF2022! I get excited just thinking
about it: For the random exchanges and
meetings where conversations connect,
reconnect, and grow; for meeting and
greeting the filmmakers (one of my favorite
ways to volunteer); and for meeting new
people from Dubuque or bumping into
people I already know. The festival provides me with this magical environment of
fun, parties, and laughter, and also a place
for connection, discussion, and learning.
It reminds me of RAGBRAI in some
ways: There is the kindness of strangers,
a gathering of friends, and ways to have
fun that I didn’t specifically plan, but just
happen because of the mix of people
that happen to gather in that place at
that time. And as everyone is sharing in
a collective experience that, while it may
impact everyone differently, it could only
happen the way it does because of the
serendipity that comes from those people
that shared that moment together.
And oh, yes! THE FILMS! They are the
center of this wheel of fun that brings this
all together! We have an incredibly diverse
and amazing group of film selections on
our festival program this year. Please visit
JulienFilmFest.com, click on the film
guide, and start looking at the trailers.
Or pick a time you want to attend and
click on the schedule that takes you to
the films that will be available for viewing at that time or venue. Or head to our
JDIFF Facebook page and start scrolling
through the interviews with the filmmakers, many of whom are planning to come
to Dubuque. (I promise, you will find that
their passion for their work is contagious!)
As part of a volunteer screening team
(having previewed close to 140 submissions) I can promise you—you will be viewing the cream of the crop at this festival.
I know it will be another wonderful
JDIFF adventure and I am ready. I hope
you are too! Check the JDIFF website for
all the details and make your plans! n
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Julien Dubuque
International Film
Festival Schedule

Celebrate Canada Night
Sponsored by Canadian Consulate
THURSDAY, APRIL 21 @ 7:30 PM

The 2022 Julien Dubuque International Film
Festival is presented by Renovo Media Group,
Runde Auto Group, and TH Media.

THE FILMS
There is simply way too much detail about this years
slate of films to try to include them all here. Visit
julienfilmfest.com for synopses of the 146 featured
films including the 12 nominees for best Feature,
Documentary, and Short Films. The site also has
a convenient daily calendar of all screening times
and locations for each film or block of shorts.

FIVE FLAGS THEATER (405 MAIN ST)

AMIDST Magazine Release Party

Screening of From Earth To Sky with Q&A to follow
film featuring Director Ron Chapman and the Canadian
Consulate. The film explores the work of seven unique
and accomplished Indigenous architects as they design
and complete extraordinary “buildings” in cities and
communities across North America and Turtle Island.

FRIDAY, APRIL 22 @ 9:30 PM

Thursday After Party

SUNDAY, APRIL 24 @ 10 AM–2 PM

Meet & Mingle
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20 @ 5–7:30 PM

Families are invited to participate in all general activities.

Latin/indie rock artist and singer-songwriter
Arzalez returns to JDIFF again to rock the
night away. See you on the dance floor.

Stop Animation Workshop

GreenState Student Free Day

SUNDAY, APRIL 24 @ 4 PM

Bringing the party to the street! Local Food trucks
(Birds Fried Chicken, Magoo's Pizza, Chew on This and
Happy Hibachi) from 5 PM with music starting 6:30 PM
featuring local favorites The Lonely Goats followed by
The Tylor Brandon Band.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20 @ 7 PM (DOORS AT 6:30 PM)
FIVE FLAGS THEATER (405 MAIN ST)

Red Cedar presents a multimedia extravaganza featuring live chamber music accompanying magic lantern
slides and early silent films from the Brinton Collection of early entertainment materials. Philip Wharton
has created a magical score for The Fairy Of Springtime, a 1902 French film which features hand-painted
color. Michael Kimber has scored Venetian Tragedy,
a nine-minute drama with a surprise ending. French
composers Jean-Francois Charles and Nicolas Sidoroff
have teamed up to create a major multimedia work
which explores the life of the great French filmmaker
Georges Méliès, known to most from the 2011 film
Hugo. Historian Michael Zahs provides narration with
music performed by violinist Miera Kim, cellist Carey
Bostian, and guest artists guitarist John Dowdall and
flutist Claudia Anderson for this entertaining program.

• 1-Day Pass: $60 (Students/$30) Unlimited Films
• 3-Day Pass: $150 ($75/students)
All films & events during 3-day period
• 5-Day Pass: $200 ($100/students)
All films & events during 5-day period

World Premiere: Mysterious Circumstance,
The Death of Meriweather Lewis
FRIDAY, APRIL 22 @ 7 PM
FIVE FLAGS THEATER (405 MAIN ST)

Entangled versions of Meriwether Lewis's death at
a remote wilderness inn are imagined by his friend
during a tense encounter with the only witness to the
explorer's final night alive. Did the Governor of the
Louisiana Territory commit suicide as history reports
or was his end far more sinister? After the film, enjoy
a Q&A with writer/director Clark Richey along with
lead actors Evan Williams (Westworld, Versailles),
Issue #406

Screening of One Pint at a Time. Despite beer’s Egyptian
and African heritage, these traditions have been mostly
forgotten in American brewing culture. Eager to shift
perception, Black brewers are reshaping the craft-beer
industry. After film, enjoy Q&A with producer/director
Aaron Hosé, brewery owner Jon Renthrope of Cajun
Fire Brewing, and Day Bracey co-founder of Barrel and
FlowFest. Screening followed by beer samples from
select breweries including Jubeck New World Brewing and River Ridge Brewing and local food vendors
Hot Diggity Dogs, Shugga’s Soul Cafe, Boaz BBQ, and
El Paisano. Screening tickets includes tasting or get
tasting only ticket. Music by James Tutson and the
Rollback, modern rhythm and blues/soul from Iowa City.

PASSES

GARY DOLPHIN'S IRON BAR (333 E 10 TH ST)
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BEER & FOOD: 4TH–5 TH AND MAIN ST @ 6–8:30 PM

• Single Film Ticket: $10 (Student/Child $5)
• Silent Film: $12 (Apr 20) (S/C $6)
• World Premier Film Ticket: $12 (Apr 22) (S/C $6)

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20 @ 9:30 PM

22

FIVE FLAGS THEATER (405 MAIN ST)

TICKETS

Wednesday After Party

Free regular film screenings all day,
thanks to Runde Auto Group!

Led by Filmmaker Luke Bassuener of Little Blood.

One Pint at a Time—A Cultural Ending

Gather to review the film descriptions, film schedule,
meet filmmakers, reviewers, and producers of the film
festival in a casual atmosphere. Make your plans for
which films you don't want to miss! Cash bar and food.

ALL SCREENING VENUES

CREATIVE ADVENTURE LAB (210 JONES ST #100)

Free regular film screenings for students all
day, thanks to GreenState Credit Union!

FRIDAY, APRIL 22, 5 PM

THURSDAY, APRIL 21 @ 9 AM–9 PM

SUNDAY, APRIL 24 @ 1 PM

ALL SCREENING VENUES

JDIFF Block Party

Runde Free Day

Sunday Kids Day
CREATIVE ADVENTURE LAB (210 JONES ST #100)

COST: FREE

Open mic night at the casual yet upscale
adult gathering place that pays homage to
one of Iowa’s sportscasting legends.

AMIDST Magazine release party with live music from
‘70s disco band V05 and cash bar. VIP Party includes a
copy of AMIDST, VIP seating area, and hors d’oeuvres.

HOTEL JULIEN DUBUQUE RIVERBOAT LOUNGE (200 MAIN ST)

FIVE FLAGS CENTER (405 MAIN ST)

Brinton Reprise Silent Film

HOTEL JULIEN DUBUQUE GRANDE BALLROOM (200 MAIN ST)

THURSDAY, APRIL 21 @ 9:30 PM

FRIDAY, APRIL 22 @ 9 AM

DAILY SPECIAL EVENTS

Amye Gousset (Nashville, The Purge TV series), and
Lance E. Nicols (Iron Mike, Queen of the South)

Free JDIFF Screening Tickets for
Carnegie-Stout Public Library Members
Carnegie-Stout Public Library is partnering with the
Julien Dubuque International Film Festival to give library
cardholders two free screening vouchers for the film
festival. Library cardholders can pick up the vouchers
now through April 24 during regular library hours at the
second floor Reference Desk. Vouchers are limited and
available on a first-come, first-serve basis. Cardholders
can redeem their vouchers for film screening tickets at
the JDIFF Box Office in the Hotel Julien Dubuque beginning April 18. For anyone without a library card, signing
up for one is easy! Just bring a valid photo ID and proof
of address to the New Cards Desk on the first floor.
DUBUQUE365.COM
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LIVE AT HERITAGE CENTER
PERFORMING ARTS SERIES

Spamilton:
An American Parody

TUESDAY, APRIL 19 @ 7:30 PM
UNIVERSITY OF DUBUQUE HERITAGE CENTER
JOHN AND ALICE BUTLER HALL (2255 BENNETT ST)
The University of Dubuque Heritage Center presents the
hit musical comedy Spamilton: An American Parody on
Tuesday, April 19, at 7:30 p.m., at the Heritage Center.
Spamilton: An American Parody is a comedic crash course of everyone’s favorite Broadway
blockbuster. Gerard Alessandrini, the comedic
mastermind behind the long-running hit Forbidden Broadway, created a hilarious musical spoof
that includes celebrity satires and pop culture zings
accompanied with hip-hop on the piano. After
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tearing it up in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and
London, Spamilton: An American Parody stages a
singing, dancing, comedy revolution in Dubuque.
A versatile cast of eight keeps audience members in stiches with parody wit and in awe of costume changes while hanging onto every clever
mashup during the high-energy performance.
Alessandrini is the creator, writer, and director of Spamilton: An American Parody as well as
Forbidden Broadway. He has also worked shows
such as Madame X: The Musical, The Nutcracker &
I, and Maury Yeston’s review of Anything Can Happen in New York. Alessandrini has received numerous awards including the Drama League Lifetime
Achievement Award, Obie Award, two Lucille Lortel
Awards, seven Drama Desk Awards, and a Special
Tony Award for Lifetime Achievement in Theatre.
The creative team for Spamilton: An American
Parody also include Gerry McIntyre (choreography),

Morgan Large (set design), Dustin Cross (costume
design), and Michael Gilliam (lighting design).
The North American tour of Spamilton: An American Parody is produced by Spamiltour LLC. Spamilton:
An American Parody was originally produced at The
Triad Theater in New York City by John Freedson,
David Zippel, Gerard Alessandrini, and Christine Pedi.
This event is made possible through support from
the John and Alice Butler Endowment for the Arts.
Xtreme 107.1 FM is the exclusive radio
sponsor and KCRG TV-9 is the exclusive
TV sponsor of Heritage Center’s presentation of Spamilton: An American Parody.
Tickets start at $35 for adults and $30 for UD
alumni and military. All tickets increase by $5 for
purchases on the day of the performance. Tickets can be purchased at the Heritage Center
Farber Box Office; by phone at 563-585-SHOW;
or online at DBQ.edu/heritagecenter. n
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VINTAGE
April 29–30
Dubuque County Fairgrounds
By Mimi Meow
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intage Torque Fest, held this year on April 29 an
30 at the Dubuque County Fairgrounds, is a fam
friendly event that lasts all weekend long, and it
truly has something for everyone. The show is a
traditional hot-rod, kustom, and vintage cycle show. They hav
vehicle specifications to create a special environment within
the show grounds. All cars in the main spectator area should
be pre-65 traditional and neo-traditional with no billet and n
digital. However, ALL cars are welcome, as there is also segre
gated parking for stock classics, and other show-quality vehi
at the show, so you don’t have to park your sweet ride with th
run-of-the-mill vehicles in spectator parking if it doesn’t fit
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A Festival
to Feed Our
Hearts
By Mimi Meow

the show criteria. But, this show isn’t really about where you
park your car, it’s about driving your car and helping kids!
In addition to the pleasure of cruising in your car to
travel to the event, VTF provides opportunities to rev your
engine on site as well! The event begins with an organized backroads country car cruise on Friday afternoon.
Additionally, the show offers many racing events on-site,
including the Summit Racing dirt drags, which welcomes spectators to bring their bikes and cars to the track for some good ol’
match racing. Friday night boasts the zany and ever-entertaining
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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The prolific and soulful guitarist,
Carlos Santana, once said “If you
carry joy in your heart, you can heal
any moment.” Focusing on gratitude and joy in our lives is shown to
have incredible effects on our attitude and the outcome of our lives,
and the world knows how much
healing we could use now more
than ever. After living through a
global pandemic and watching
turmoil unfold on our TV screens,
it has become harder to find the
joy in our hearts. These are the
problems of daily life in America.
But, for some families, ones
with children fighting the odds
of congenital heart defects every
day, these daily news dumps
must sometimes become secondary to the problems in their
own homes. These families, as
well as the general public need
to find small and impactful joys
to feed their hearts and to heal
the moments that threaten them
with stress and uncertainty.
For me and many others,
Vintage Torque Fest fills us with
enough joy to stand the test of
time. There is certainty found in
the fun and community involved
in what creators John and Kim
Wells call the ‘Motor Family.” The
beautiful memories we create
at this event, and the charitable
reason for its existence, sustain
us with strength and joy forever;
a joy that we can depend on in
times of need to help us make it
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through. Vintage Torque Fest feeds
the hearts of so many people,
both literally and figuratively!
John and Kim are a power duo
residing in Bettendorf, Iowa. Their
daughter, Hannah, was born with
a congenital heart defect, which
put the Wells family’s strength
to work. Throughout Hannah’s
fight for health, they experienced the love and help of others
firsthand. People around them
reached out to fundraise and
assist the family through Hannah’s treatments and surgeries.
“What we refer to as the ‘Motor
Family’ was a constant source of
support to us when our daughter, Hannah, was first born and
continually throughout her life,”
Kim says. After grappling with
the effect of congenital heart
defects in their own family, John
and Kim knew they needed to do
something to help others, just as
many stepped up to help them
when they needed it most.
Kim describes these relationships and her longing to help
others in terms of a 30-day stay
with Hannah in the CICU:
“It’s not what I would’ve called
friendship, or acquaintances, but
was a connection based upon
people facing their biggest fear
and being there for one another,”
she says. “We were all there for
the same thing and felt everything.
When someone’s child got released
from the unit, we all cheered. When
someone’s child died, we cried. We
felt everyone’s heart and tried to
hold each other up through love,
laughter, tears, and a lot of prayer.
“During this process, I was overwhelmed with sadness for the people who didn’t have the emotional
or financial support and wanted
to do something to help others.”
Soon, they had the answer and
decided to “pay it forward.” Her
husband, John, was already vending at car shows, and they saw
this as an opportunity to help.
They began “Helping Hannah’s
Heart,” a 501(c)(3) nonprofit,
to raise money for children with
congenital heart defects, and
decided to throw a car show
event each year to raise funds for
a family with a child with congenital heart defects through
the nonprofit. From this concept,
Vintage Torque Fest (VTF) was
born, and the car kulture world
has never been the same. n
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25
chain-racing demos, in which two
junkyard cars are chained together; the
front equipped with gas and the rear
with brakes. Around the track they go,
where they’ll stall, no one knows!
The American Iron Racing Series hosts
vintage stock car racing throughout the
event, and there are also various minibike racing events all weekend. Longtime attendee and mother Chelsi Jones
says the racing events are some of her
favorites because she gets to see the
enjoyment in her young daughter Norah:
“I love seeing how excited she gets!”
Late-night fun begins with flame throwing cars bursting “great balls of fire” up
to the starry skies in my favorite and truly
unique motor-freak event of the weekend:
The flamethrowing car exhibition. This is a
great, awe-inspiring event for the kiddos,
too, so keep them up past their bedtime!
If you love cars, motorcycles, and anything that purrs, you’re in for a treat, but this
event is so much more. There are plenty of
other activities to enjoy for the whole family.
The shop-a-holic in you will find plenty of
opportunities to burn a hole in your pocket.
The show has dozens of unique vendors
in multiple buildings, selling everything
26
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from vintage clothing and paper goods to
oddities, photography, and car and bike
accessories. Not only that, but the on-site
swap meet boasts all sorts of hard-to-find
treasures for anyone; from your uncle with
a new basement bar to your toddler in need
of a sweet vintage bicycle, or even your
husband in need of a new exhaust manifold.
If you’re into unique and custom art,
VTF has that, too! The show has a huge
art auction on Saturday afternoon, which
benefits Helping Hannah’s Heart. Artists
from all over the country paint, pinstripe,
and airbrush panels and various wares to
be sold for a good cause. But, undoubtedly the best part of the art auction is
the check presentation ceremony that
begins the whole affair. While the auctioneer warms up his pipes, John and
Kim present the adopted family with a
check to ease their medical expenses,
something Kim says she is so proud of.
“Helping Hannah’s Heart Foundation
has been able to give over $100,000
to families in need because of Vintage
Torque Fest,” she says. “This is an amazing feat and I’m so incredibly proud to
be able to help these families through
some of the hardest times of their lives.”
Spectators, businesses and car clubs
often find the family at this time and
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hand them cash on the spot to further the
cause. It’s an incredible experience to see,
and a great lesson in giving for children
and adults alike. Bring your tissues!
Beyond the cars, shopping, and racing,
there lies a carnival of entertainment.
Vintage Torque Fest has become a festival
of music and entertainment suited for any
taste. Over the years, they have featured
many genres of music including blues,
rock & roll, country, rockabilly, americana,
and even metal. Three stages host bands
spanning the entire weekend. If you don’t
like the music on one stage, something you
love is a short walk away on another one.
This year’s headlining band is the
returning fan-favorite, Dale Watson
from the Lone Star State, who takes the
stage on Saturday afternoon. Watson is
the single-most-requested band from
regular attendees, so don’t miss his set!
Be sure to get there early because
another favorite staple of the show is the
pinup contest, hosted by Peek-a-Boo
Pinups: A multitude of classy and beautiful dames grace the stage in striking,
vintage fashion stylings to compete for
the crown of “Miss Vintage Torque Fest.”
Judges score each contestant in a series
of challenges throughout each round,
including posing abilities, personality,

and hair & makeup. Classy, charming and
a little sassy, these ladies will have the
whole family smiling from ear to ear.
Above all the action, Vintage Torque
Fest is so much more than just a weekend of entertainment and culture. It’s
truly about the cause and the relationships with people, first and foremost.
The Wells family sees the people as the
crown jewel of this sparkling event.
“We have created deep friendships
because of this event,” Kim says. “We have
people finding love, getting engaged, getting married, people sharing tears, laughter,
joy; and we also gather in tears when we
lose one of our ‘Motor Family’ members.
To me this is more than I could’ve ever
imagined when we started this process and
one of the most humbling of experiences”
Personally,I have been attending
VTF since 2012, and I have an evergrowing motor family because of this
event. Vintage Torque Fest is where I
have gained support and encouragement in all of life’s events, met the love
of my life, found best friends, and found
somewhere that I could finally be myself
in every sense of the word. It’s an event
that I am fiercely and soulfully passionate about, and one that has and will
undoubtedly affect my life forever.
DUBUQUE365.COM
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Vintage Torque Fest Schedule
Thursday, April 28
THE WELLS FAMILY

Regular attendee Alicia Kopec
shares the same sentiment.
“This is why we do what we do,” she says. “Because
of our love of car culture, we get to share that same type
of passion with each other while we do good for families
in need and give a young child a fighting chance at life.”
This platform has created a community and culture that so many can rely on and
find their place in. It’s incredibly overwhelming in the most beautiful and positive way.
Kim continues to see the importance in this phenomenon as she looks to the future of the show.
As she says, “My hope for this show is that it can
continue to help others and give people a sense of
community in this world. As long as it has heart,
we’ll keep carrying on. Even when our events have
ended, my hope is that people will open themselves to the same mindset of finding ways to be
there for each other, as they do at our shows.”
And this, my friends, is exactly what the
world needs in their hearts now and forever.
Weekend passes are $35 at the gate. Singleday entry is $20 each day. Children 13 to 18 are
$10, and children 12 and under are free, as are
active military with valid ID. All gate proceeds from
this event go to HelpingHannahsHeart.org.
Visit VintageTorqueFest.com to find all that
Vintage Torque Fest has to offer and anything new
or last minute that comes up will be announced
on Facebook in the days leading up to the event
at facebook.com/VintageTorqueFest. n
DUBUQUE365.COM

3:00 PM
5:45 PM

Camping Opens
Downtown Parade
(Starts at 6 PM at McGraw Hill)

Friday, April 29

11:00 AM Volunteer Entry
NOON
Open to Public
12:30 PM (Stage 1) Drivers Meeting for
Backroads Country Cruise
12:45 PM Staging for Cruise on West Side
of West Parking Lot
1:00 PM Backroads Country Cruise to Potosi Brewing
2:00 PM Mini Bikes on Dirt Track
2:30 PM All car access to Dirt Track
(up to 8 cars on track at one time)
3:30 PM All car Summit Racing Dirt Drags Practice
4:30 PM Staging & Drivers Meeting ALL car
Summit Racing Dirt Drags
5:00 PM Summit Racing Dirt Drags (All Cars Welcome)
6:00 PM American Iron Racing Series Vintage Stock Car Racing
6:30 PM (Stage 2) Surf Zombies
7:00 PM Hot Rod Gate Closed
(Car Registration begins April 30 at 9 AM)
7:45 PM Chain Racing Demo Action
8:00 PM Vendor Buildings Close
8:45 PM (Stage 2) River Valley Rangers
9:00 PM Flame Throwing Car Exhibition
10:00 PM (Stage 2) Mean Mother
11:00 PM (Stage 2) 3 On the Tree
1:00 AM Gates Locked

Saturday, April 30

8:00 AM Staging in West Parking Lot & Volunteer Entry
9:00 AM Open to Public – Track Access
10:00 AM Tuff Mudder Mini
(Access Through Campgrounds)
10:15 AM (Stage 1) Mini Auction & Pin Up Girl Prep
10:30 AM (Stage 1) Peek-A-Boo Pinups
Classic Pin Up Contest
11:00 AM Grass Flat Track Mini Bike Races
(Access Through Campgrounds)
11:00 AM (Stage 3) Pretend Friend
11:15 AM (Stage 2) Dead Beat Jacks
11:30 AM (Building 8) Pinup Meet & Greet & Pinup Yard Sale
11:45 AM (Stage 1) Jinx Jones
NOON
Mini Bike Big Dirt Time - Mini
Bikes allowed on Dirt Track
12:15 PM (Stage 3) Dig Deep
12:30 PM Staging for Summit Racing Dirt
Drags (Cars 1964 & Older)
12:30 PM (Stage 2) Phantom Shakers
1:00 PM Summit Racing Dirt Drags
1:15 PM
(Stage 1) The Hooten Hallers
1:15 PM
Mini Bike Parade (Starts at Camping Gate)
2:00 PM (Building 2) Helping Hannah’s Heart
Foundation Adopted Family Check Presentation
2:15 PM (Stage 3) Wild Earp
2:15 PM (Building 2) Original Art Auction
3:30 PM (Stage 2) Rock Bottom String Band
3:30 PM Chopper Drags
4:15 PM (Stage 1) Dale Watson
5:45 PM (Stage 1) ‘32 Brookville Roadster Roller Give Away
6:00 PM (Stage 2) Awards
6:30 PM (Stage 2) 20 Watt Tombstone
8:15 PM (Stage 2) Holy Death Trio
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Five Flags
Center
The Five Flags Center is located at 405 Main St. in Downtown
Dubuque. Fees may apply to ticket purchases. Tickets are available
at Ticketmaster.com or at the Five Flags Center Box Office. For more
information, call 563-589-4254 or visit FiveFlagsCenter.com.

The British
Invasion—
Live on Stage

FRIDAY, APRIL 15 @ 7:30 PM
FIVE FLAGS THEATER
On Sunday, Feb. 9, 1964, close to 50
percent of U.S. television viewers
tuned in to the number one variety
show of the era, The Ed Sullivan Show,
to see the American debut of a British group called The Beatles. This was
the beginning of a cultural phenomenon known as the British Invasion.
On Friday, April 15, 2022, at the
historic Five Flags Theater, audiences
will experience The British Invasion—
Live on Stage, an all-new live concert
event that showcases the most popular
music from that era. Featuring songs
from The Rolling Stones, Dave Clark
5, The Animals, The Kinks, and Dusty
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including “Five Little Monkeys,” “Wheels
on the Bus,” “Jungle Boogie,” “Monkey
Banana,” and of course, “Baby Shark!”
Tickets are $28–$68. n

Classics 4:
A New World,
Together
Springfield, this immersive multimedia show will place the audience front
and center of pop culture history.
From the producers of The Simon &
Garfunkel Story, The British Invasion—Live
on Stage showcases the music and how
it impacted art, fashion, and literature,
changing the very essence of pop culture
and redirecting history. Featuring an
all-live band with huge projection period
photos along with original film footage,
the show focuses on British music that
dominated the charts and the airwaves.
Tickets are $35–$70. n

SATURDAY, MAY 21 @ 7:30 PM
SUNDAY, MAY 22 @ 2 PM
FIVE FLAGS THEATER
Join the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra
for their final performance of the season,
Classics 4: A New World, Together, at the
Five Flags Theater on Saturday, May 21 at
7:30 p.m. and Sunday, May 22 at 2 p.m.
Featured works include Michi
Wiancko’s ‘La Follia’ Variations,
Tracey Rush’s Last Breath, Ellen Taafe
Zwillich Flute Concerto with Timothy Hagen, and Dvořák’s Symphony
No. 9 “From the New World.”

DSO Principal Flute Timothy Hagen
takes the spotlight in the edgy and
dramatic Flute Concerto by trailblazing American composer Zwillich.
Two additional women composers’
music on this program include local composer Tracey Rush and Michi Wiancko.
The Rush piece is a very moving tribute,
and the Wiancko, a dance-like re-imagining of a Baroque concerto grosso.
Tickets are $16–$85. n

Home Free

Classics 3:
Resonate and
Revolutionize
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THURSDAY, MAY 5 @ 6 PM
FIVE FLAGS ARENA
Baby Shark Live!, the fully immersive concert experience, splashes
its way to the Five Flags Arena
on Thursday, May 5, at 6 p.m.
The live show is based on Pinkfong’s
viral sensation Baby Shark. With the
iconic songs and dances, fans of all
ages will delight as Baby Shark joins
up with his friend Pinkfong to take an
adventure into the sea, singing and
dancing through new and classic songs

DUBUQUE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

DUBUQUE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

SATURDAY, APRIL 30 @ 7:30 PM
SUNDAY, MAY 1 @ 2 PM
FIVE FLAGS THEATER
Join the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra for their third performance of
the season, Classics 3: Resonate and
Revolutionize, at the Five Flags Theater on Saturday, April 30 at 7:30 p.m.
and Sunday, May 1 at 2 p.m.
Guest conductor Tarana Sara Jobin
leads the orchestra in this concert
which begins with Beethoven’s masterfully intense Coriolan Overture.

Baby Shark Live!

Mary Watkins’ Soul of Remembrance
is one of the most moving and beautiful pieces of music you will ever hear.
This program also includes music by
French Romantic composer Louise
Farrenc. Her Symphony No. 3 is a gem
just waiting for you to discover!
One of the leading concert
pianists of our time, Sara Davis
Buechner performs Beethoven’s
monumental “Emperor” concerto.
Tickets are $16–$85. n
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THE DIVE BAR SAINTS WORLD TOUR
FRIDAY, JUNE 3 @ 8 PM
FIVE FLAGS ARENA
Country acapella group Home
Free’s upcoming world tour in support of their latest release, Dive
Bar Saints, heads to the Five Flags
Arena on Friday, June 3 at 8 p.m.
Home Free credits their rich, Southern
harmonies to their four vocalists: Tim
Foust, Rob Lundquist, Austin Brown,
Adam Chance, and beatboxer Adam
Rupp. The group achieved worldwide
acclaim in 2013, when they won the fourth
season of the NBC singing competition
The Sing Off. Continued praise for the
group has rolled in from the likes of Rolling Stone, Country Living, FOX & Friends,
and AXS.com. The group’s extraordinary showmen electrify crowds with a
one-of-a-kind live show, mixing Nashville
standards, soaring originals, and quick

witted-humor which brings audiences
to their feet with energy and laughter.
Home Free’s fifth studio album,
Dive Bar Saints, was released July 26,
2019 under Home Free Records. The
quintet’s extensive catalog includes
five Top 5 albums including their breakout 2014 debut, Crazy Life, which hit
No. 1 on iTunes Country chart and No.
4. To date, they’ve sold more than
350,000 albums worldwide, including 100-million career audio streams,
and 291-million views on YouTube.
Limited tickets remain!
Tickets are $19.50–$39.50. n
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Dubuque Dances
with the Stars

SATURDAY, JUNE 4 @ 7 PM
FIVE FLAGS THEATER
The Dubuque Area Chamber of Commerce hosts Dubuque Dances with
the Stars 2022 on Saturday, June 4
at 7 p.m. at the Five Flags Theater.
Since its inception in 2010, Dubuque
Dances with the Stars has raised more
than 2 million dollars for over 100
local nonprofits. DBQ DWTS targets a
community-wide audience to highlight,
educate, and create awareness of the
role nonprofits play in our community.
This year’s dancers include:
• Tara Duggan, McDermott Excavating, dancing for Dubuque
Community YMCA/YWCA
• Devin Juel, Hawkeye Care Center of
Iowa, dancing for Salvation Army

Brett Young
• Michael Pennington, Cottingham and
Butler, dancing for Opening Doors
• Danielle Peterson, United Way of
Dubuque Area Tri-States, dancing for
United Way of Dubuque Area Tri-States
• Jacquelyn Pfohl, Five Flags Center, dancing for Riverview Center
• Temwa Phiri, City of Dubuque, dancing
for Crescent Community Health Center
• Brock Renbarger, MidWestOne
Bank, dancing for Junior Achievement of the Heartland
• Danielle Schmitt, Fidelity Bank & Trust,
dancing for Research for the Kids
More information and donation links
can be found at DubuqueChamber.com.
Tickets are $50. n

Steve-O

THE BUCKET LIST TOUR
SATURDAY, JUNE 11 @ 7 PM
FIVE FLAGS THEATER
Steve-O, one of the original stars of the
Jackass TV and movie franchise, comes
to Dubuque for the very first time to perform an adults-only comedy show at the
Five Flags Theater as part of his Bucket
List Tour on Saturday, June 11 at 7 p.m.
Every idea on Steve-O’s Bucket List
was so ill-advised, he never expected to
go through with any of them. Until it was
time to prepare for this tour. Not only
are the stunts more ridiculous than what
you already know Steve-O for, he did
them all, and made a highly XXX-rated,
multimedia comedy show out of them.
Not for kids, or for the faint of heart.
After failing miserably at the University of Miami, Steve-O (a.k.a. Stephen
Glover) was a homeless couch-surfer
for three years before he attended
Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Clown College, to help further his
goal of becoming a famous stuntman.
His relentless need to be in the
spotlight ultimately led to working with
Johnny Knoxville on a stunt-based reality show. The rest is history. MTV aired
the first season of Jackass in 2000.
Since then, Steve-O has had continued success, as a New York Times
best-selling author with the release
of his memoir, Professional Idiot, and
he has established himself as a force
in the world of stand-up comedy.
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WITH SPECIAL GUEST CHRIS LANE
THURSDAY, JUNE 16 @ 7 PM
FIVE FLAGS ARENA
Discover Brett Young’s “Caliville”
sound (West Coast-meets-Southern)
and honest lyrics at the Five Flags
Arena on Thursday, June 16 at 7 p.m.
With an undeniable string of hits and
two albums defined by a transcendent
romantic spark, Young’s has cemented his
status as country’s master in matters of
the heart. The star broadened his emotional scope on Weekends Look A Little
Different These Days following his Goldcertified sophomore effort Ticket To L.A.,
which debuted atop the Billboard Country
Albums chart. Young’s Platinum self-titled
debut dominated the Top 20 on the Country Albums chart for 37 weeks and has
contributed to 5.5 billion streams globally.
He was named ASCAP’s 2018 Country
Songwriter-Artist of the Year for his
“melodic craftsmanship” (Billboard) and
has also garnered nominations from ACM,
Billboard, Teen Choice, CMT and CMA
Awards. Racking seven consecutive No.
1 hits, Rolling Stone deemed Young “one
of country’s most consistent radio stars.”
Special Guest Chris Lane boasts more
than 1.2 billion on-demand streams and
three No. 1 hits: the Platinum “Big, Big
Plans,” 2X Platinum “I Don’t Know About
You,” and Platinum “Fix.” Stacking his

milestones with a pair of all-star collaborations, Lane teamed up with LA-based
artist/producer Gryffin on the infectious track “Hold You Tonight” after his
smash 2X Platinum single “Take Back
Home Girl” with Tori Kelly. Lane has
scored nominations at the iHeartRadio
Music Awards, ACM Awards, and Radio
Disney Music Awards, plus appeared
on TODAY, The Bachelor, The Tonight
Show Starring Jimmy Fallon, Late Night
with Seth Meyers, and CONAN. Lane has
shared the bill with A-list acts including
Florida Georgia Line, Kane Brown, Brad
Paisley, and Dan + Shay. Now kicking
off his next chapter with brand-new
single, “Fill Them Boots,” Lane has also
dropped “Summer Job Money,” “That’s
What Mamas Are For,” and is featured
on Dustin Lynch’s “Tequila On A Boat.”
Tickets are $35–$65. n

Charlie Berens

Across his social media platforms,
Steve-O has amassed well over 24
million followers and counting, providing an intimate window into his continued antics and colorful life with his
fiancée, Lux. He’s also got a weekly
podcast called Steve-O’s Wild Ride!
with guests which have included Demi
Lovato, Shaquille O’Neal, Ronda Rousey,
David Dobrik, Tony Hawk, and more.
Steve-O has never stopped being wild
and crazy, but he’s definitely evolved.
He’s been clean and sober for over 12
years now and developed a genuine love
for animals (including the four dogs, two
cats, and three goats he and Lux have
rescued). Steve-O and Lux have plans
to start their own animal sanctuary.
Note: This show will contain mature
content. No one under 18 years old
will be permitted into the theater.
Tickets are $35–$100 and are
on sale Friday, April 15. n

MIDWEST SURVIVAL GUIDE TOUR
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11 @ 7 PM
FIVE FLAGS ARENA
Wisconsin native Charlie Berens is an
Emmy-winning journalist, comedian,
host, and creator of the Manitowoc
Minute. He brings his Midwest Survival Guide Tour to the Five Flags
Arena on Sunday, Sept. 11 at 7 p.m.
Charlie began his career working
for MTV News’ Choose or Lose. In 2012,
Tribune Media tapped Charlie to host
the comedic news show Nightcap. In
2013, he won an Emmy for “The Cost
of Water” while reporting for KDAF,
a television station in Dallas, TX.
In 2014, CBS Sports Network hired
Charlie to host the sports gameshow
You’re So Money. Also in 2014, PMC
(Variety, Deadline) made Charlie the host
of their comedy/entertainment news
brand @Hollywood. From red carpets to
Sundance to SXSW to Coachella, Charlie
has interviewed hundreds of celebrities, politicians, actors, and musicians.
Charlie is a frequent collaborator on Funny or Die. His comedic
Issue #406

mashups including “If Jack Dawson
Was Really from Wisconsin” have garnered more than 16 million views.
In 2017, Charlie began the viral
Midwest comedic news series Manitowoc Minute. His fans flock daily to his
Facebook page to view his content. He
currently has over 1.9 million Facebook
followers. After garnering millions of
views, he’s toured the United States
selling out venues within minutes.
Most recently, Charlie’s Midwestfocused sketch comedy videos have
garnered hundreds of millions of views.
In addition to sketch comedy and
the Manitowoc Minute, Charlie also
hosts Dark Side Of on Discovery ID.
Tickets are $25–$45. n
April 14–April 27, 2022
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Big Night Out
8 PM @ Spirits, Days Inn
Ratchet Jaw
8 PM @ Yardarm

TRI-STATE LIVE MUSIC
THU 4/14

Cirque Du Buque—Drag Cabaret
10 PM @ Smokestack

Midnight Gas and Elektric
6 PM @ Darkbird Taphouse
(Peosta, IA)

SAT 4/16

1 Year Celebration:
Matt McPherson
1 PM @ River Ridge Brewing
(Bellevue, IA)

Kristina Marie Castañeda &
Shawn Healy
6 PM @ Textile Brewing Co
(Dyersville, IA)

Jimmy Welty Band
2 PM @ Burkey’s Bar and Grill

Scott Waterhouse
7 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s
Irish Pub (Galena, IL)
Songwriters Showcase:
Brion Bowman
7 PM @ Galena CFA (Galena, IL)
Danny Parker Duo
7 PM @ Grape Escape
(Galena, IL)
Jim Belushi and
the Board of Comedy
7:30 PM @ UD Heritage Center

Corey Jenny @ 2 PM
Mike Droho @ 8 PM
Grape Escape (Galena, IL)

Secrets
6 PM @ Stone Cliff Winery

Brittany Sword
8:30 PM @ 7 Hills Brewing Co
Smokin’ Joe, Laurel and the
Love-In, Ephraim Zenh
10 PM @ The Lift

SUN 4/17

Noah James Hittner
Noon @ Off Shore (Bellevue, IA)
Danny Parker
3 PM @ New Diggings General
Store (New Diggings, WI)

MON 4/18

Adam Beck
2 PM @ Off Shore Resort
(Bellevue, IA)

Hans Condor, Dick Hubert
9 PM @ The Lift

Brion Bowman
4 PM @ Galena Cellars
Downtown (Galena, IL)

Sarah Lentini
6 PM @ Grape Escape
(Galena, IL)

Jef Spradley
6 PM @ Stone Cliff Winery

FRI 4/15

Casey Klien
8 PM @ Galena Brewing Co
(Galena, IL)

Joseph Valenti
7 PM @ Dimensional Brewing Co

WED 4/20

THU 4/21

Trivia for Smarty Pints
7 PM @ Darkbird Taphouse
(Peosta, IA)

Jef Spradley
7 PM @ Wicked Dame

John Moran
7 PM @ Gary Dolphin’s Iron Bar

Marty Raymond
7 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s
Irish Pub (Galena, IL)

Rock Steady
7 PM @ Hilltop at Menominee

MiniMonster Duo
7 PM @ Wicked Dame

Matt Meyer
7 PM @ Grape Escape (Galena, IL)

The British Invasion
7:30 PM @ Five Flags Theater

Broken Rubber Band
7 PM @ Darkbird Taphouse
(Peosta, IA)

Misbehavin’
6 PM @ Stone Cliff Winery

Blame Not the Bard
7:30 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s
Irish Pub (Galena, IL)

Secrets
7 PM @ Locals Bar and Coffee
(Epworth, IA)

Chicago Showcase
8 PM @ The Comedy Bar

Tom Riley
7 PM @ Gehlen Barn
(St. Donatus, IA)

Jim Wand
8 PM @ Diamond Jo Casino
Mississippi Moon Bar

2nd Generation Band
7 PM @ Cajun Jack’s
(Elizabeth, IL)

Joie Wails
8 PM @ Spirits, Days Inn
Opening Night: Boogie Monster
8 PM @ Yardarm
Three Quarter Buzz
8 PM @ Asbury Eagles Club
(Asbury, IA)
Kristina Marie Castañeda &
Shawn Healy
8 PM @ Grape Escape
(Galena, IL)
Elements
10 PM @ The Lift
30
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Blame Not the Bard
7:30 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s
Irish Pub (Galena, IL)
Chicago Showcase
8 PM @ The Comedy Bar

FRI 4/22

American Heart Association
Fundraiser: Karaoke w/ Becky
McMahon
7 PM @ Happy’s Place
Spring Band Concert
7 PM @ UD Heritage Center
Yellow Brick Road
7 PM @ Wicked Dame
Trivia
7 PM @ Asbury Eagles Club
(Asbury, IA)
Mike Merryfield
8 PM @ The Comedy Bar

Matt Meyer
8 PM @ Grape Escape
(Galena, IL)

ELL Songs
8 PM @ Galena Brewing Co
(Galena, IL)

Andreas Transo
7:30 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s
Irish Pub (Galena, IL)

The Great Dying, Luke Cullen
10 PM @ The Lift

Them Coulee Boys, The
Wildwoods, Flash In A Pan
8 PM @ Codfish Hollow
Barnstormers (Maquoketa, IA)

Adam Burke
8 PM @ The Comedy Bar

Kieleroke
10 PM @ Sandy Hook Tavern
(Hazel Green, WI)

SAT 4/23

Mixed Emotions
2 PM @ Burkey’s Bar and Grill
Lenny Wayne @ 2 PM
Broken Rubber Band @ 8 PM
Grape Escape (Galena, IL)
Tan & Jae
4 PM @ Off Shore (Bellevue, IA)

Matt Hamilton
8:30 PM @ 7 Hills Brewing Co
STACKED Saturdays:
Mikrodot, Rethink, Hoax b2b
Pagliaro, Immersa
9 PM @ Smokestack
Dan Whitaker and the
Shinebenders
10 PM @ The Lift

SUN 4/24

Noah James Hittner
4 PM @ Galena Cellars
Downtown (Galena, IL)

Scott Waterhouse
1 PM @ Darkbird Taphouse
(Peosta, IA)

Hunter Fuerste & The American
Vintage Orchestra
5:30 PM @ Steeple Square

Mixed Emotions
2 PM @ Knickers Saloon

Tony Walker
6 PM @ Stone Cliff Winery
Secrets
6 PM @ Hawg Dogs
(Savannah, IL)
Boys of Lloyd
7 PM @ Dimensional Brewing Co
Mark “Sparney” Holmes
7 PM @ Gary Dolphin’s Iron Bar
Sarah Lentini
7 PM @ Darkbird Taphouse
(Peosta, IA)
Back Booth Alley
7 PM @ Gehlen Barn
(St. Donatus, IA)
Stars of the Grand Ole Opry
7 PM @ Ohnward Fine Arts
Center (Maquoketa, IA)
Alliance
7 PM @ Cajun Jack’s
(Elizabeth, IL)
Mike Merryfield
8 PM @ The Comedy Bar
Karaoke w/ Becky McMahon
8 PM @ Denny’s Lux Club
Here Come the Mummies
8 PM @ Diamond Jo Casino
Mississippi Moon Bar

Jef Spradley
2 PM @ Off Shore (Bellevue, IA)
Jimmy Welty Band
2 PM @ PromiseLand Winery
(Guttenberg, IA)
Cowgirl Pearl
3 PM @ Northside Bar
RiverBend Bronze Handbell
Ensemble Spring Concert
3 PM @ St. Luke’s UMC
John Moran
3 PM @ Stone Cliff Winery
The Old School
3 PM @ Hawg Dogs
(Savanna, IL)
Corey Jenny
7 PM @ Grape Escape
(Galena, IL)

WED 4/27

Steve McIntyre
6 PM @ Grape Escape
(Galena, IL)

THU 4/28

The Artisanals
7 PM @ Darkbird Taphouse
(Peosta, IA)

The Mavericks
8 PM @ Diamond Jo Casino
Mississippi Moon Bar

Electric Shock
8 PM @ Q Casino Q Showroom

Rock Steady
8 PM @ Shenanigans

Secrets
8 PM @ Spirits, Days Inn

Laura & The Long Hairs
8 PM @ Spirits, Days Inn

Sarah Day
6 PM @ Stone Cliff Winery

Brushfire Bandits
8 PM @ Southend Tap

Adam Bartleds Band
8 PM @ Yardarm

Who Are These Guys
8 PM @ Yardarm

Tiger Kings
7 PM @ Hilltop at Menominee
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Rock Steady
8 PM @ Spirits, Days Inn
Catfish Murphy
8 PM @ Yardarm
Jef Spradley
8 PM @ Grape Escape
(Galena, IL)
Karaoke w/ Becky McMahon
8:30 PM @ The Dungeon
Big Sloth, Americature
9 PM @ Smokestack

SAT 4/30

Block Party: Heather Cunrad
1 PM @ River Ridge Brewing
(Bellevue, IA)
Black Velvet
4 PM @ Galena Cellars
Downtown (Galena, IL)
Jordan Danielson
5 PM @ Off Shore (Bellevue, IA)
DR Band
6 PM @ Stone Cliff Winery
Jake Bender
7 PM @ Dimensional Brewing Co
Nate Jenkins
7 PM @ Gary Dolphin’s Iron Bar
Tapestry
7 PM @ Gehlen Barn
(St. Donatus, IA)
DSO: Classics 3
7:30 PM @ Five Flags Theater
Andreas Transo
7:30 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s
Irish Pub (Galena, IL)
Adam Burke
8 PM @ The Comedy Bar
Michael Winslow
8 PM @ Diamond Jo Casino
Mississippi Moon Bar

Yellow Brick Road
7 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s
Irish Pub (Galena, IL)

Jake Dodds
8 PM @ Q Casino Q Showroom
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How Rude
8 PM @ Q Casino Q Showroom

DeeOhGee
10 PM @ The Lift

FRI 4/29

BUT WAIT… THERE’S MORE!
VIEW OUR FULL
NIGHTLIFE LIST
DUBUQUE365.COM/MUSIC
DUBUQUE365.COM

Nightlife

Ongoing & Recurring Nightlife
SUNDAY

Disco Brunch
w/ DJ SaladSpinner
2nd Sun @ 9 AM
Convivium Urban Farmstead
May event moved to 5/22
Open Mic w/ Scott Rische
Sun @ 1 PM
Grape Escape (Galena, IL)
Bingo
Sun @ 4 PM
Dolph’s Iron Bar
Live Music Jam & Open Mic
Sun @ 4 PM
Smokestack

MONDAY

Trivia
3rd Mon @ 6:30–8:30 PM
Textile Brewing Company
(Dyersville, IA)
Comedy
Mon @ 8:30 PM
Monk’s

TUESDAY

Trivia
Tue @ 7 PM
Riverboat Lounge
Leo-oke: Live Piano Karaoke
Tue @ 7 PM
Wicked Dame
Rockstar Bingo
w/ Think & Drink
Tue @ 7 PM
7 Hills North (Platteville, WI)
Trivia w/ Fun N Games Co
Tue @ 7:30 PM
Backpocket Dubuque

WEDNESDAY

Trivia For Dorks
Wed @ 7 PM
Dimensional Brewing Co.
WORDS:
Poetry Hip-Hop Open Mic
Every Other Wed:
4/27, 5/11, 5/25 @ 7 PM
Esther’s Lounge
Open Mic
Wed @ 7 PM
Gary Dolphin’s Iron Bar
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Trivia w/ Fun N Games Co
Wed @ 7 PM
Hy-Vee Locust

Rotating DJ
Thu @ 9:30 PM
1st & Main

Rock Star Bingo
w/ Think & Drink
Wed @ 8 PM
Barrel House

Karaoke w/ Becky McMahon
2nd Fri @ 7 PM
Dubuque Driving Range

Karaoke w/ Becky McMahon
Wed @ 8 PM
Denny’s Lux Club

Trivia
Fri through 4/15 @ 7:30 PM
Galena Brewing Co (Galena, IL)

Jukebox Bingo
Wed @ 8 PM
Southend Tap

Speedquizzing Trivia
w/ GQ Entertainment
Fri @ 8:30 PM
7 Hills Brewing Co.

Karaoke
Wed @ 9 PM
Skinny Maginny’s

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

DJ SaladSpinner
Fri @ 8 PM
Esther’s Lounge

Trivia
Thu @ 6 PM
Third Corner Food & Spirits

Karaoke
Fri @ 9 PM
Southend Tap

Hy-Vee Trivia
Thu @ 6:30 PM
Hy-Vee Dodge

Dj Maica
Fri @ 10 PM
1st & Main

HitMix Music Bingo
w/ GQ Entertainment
Thu @ 7 PM
7 Hills Brewing Co
No event on 5/12

Prime Rib Dinner and Dance
w/ Ron Lubbers
3rd Sat @ 6:30 PM
Joliet Event Center

Trivia Night Live w/ Think & Drink
3rd Thu @ 7 PM
Hops & Rye

DJ SaladSpinner
Sat @ 8 PM
Esther’s Lounge

Jukebox Bingo
Every Other Thu:
4/21, 5/5, 5/19 @ 7:30 PM
Backpocket Dubuque

Latin Rave w/ DJ Papi
1st & 3rd Sat @ 8 PM
Smokestack

Open Mic
Thu @ 8 PM
The Comedy Bar
Open Mic w/ Chad Olsen
Thu @ 8 PM
Smokestack

SATURDAY

Karaoke
Sat @ 9 PM
Skinny Maginny’s
STACKED Saturdays
3rd Sat @ 9 PM
Smokestack
Dj Maica
Sat @ 10 PM
1st & Main

SUBMIT YOUR LIVE MUSIC EVENTS
LOOKING FOR A FREE AND EASY WAY TO PROMOTE YOUR LIVE
MUSIC? SEND YOUR ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR OUR WAY!
EMAIL: MUSIC@DUBUQUE365.COM
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Nightlife

Regional
Nightlife &
Festivals
DAVENPORT, IA
LoCash
Apr 14 @ Rhythm City Casino
Sebastian Maniscalco
Apr 15 @ Adler Theatre
Shenandoah
Apr 16 @ Rhythm City Casino
Bendigo Fletcher
Apr 19 @ Raccoon Motel

Primus
Apr 22 @ McGrath
Amphitheatre
MercyMe
Apr 24 @ Alliant
Energy Powerhouse
Blue Man Group
Apr 26 @ Paramount Theatre
Megadeath & Lamb of God
Apr 27 @ Alliant
Energy Powerhouse
George Thorogood & The
Destroyers
May 3 @ Paramount Theatre

Alan Parsons Live Project
Apr 22 @ Adler Theatre
Nellie McKay
Apr 25 @ Raccoon Motel

Shade of Blue
Apr 16 @ Englert Theatre

The Righteous Brothers
Apr 27 @ Adler Theatre

Jon Wayne & The Pain w/
Reggae Rapids
Apr 16 @ Gabe’s

Todd Sheaffer & Chris
Thompson
May 1 @ River Music
Experience
Aaron Lewis
May 4 @ Adler Theatre
Willis
May 4 @ Raccoon Motel

Kathleen Madigan
Apr 21 @ Englert Theatre
Okey Dokey w/ Lou Sherry
Apr 30 @ Gabe’s

MADISON, WI
Noizu
Apr 15 @ Liquid
Slushii
Apr 16 @ Liquid
Aly and AJ w/ The Brummies
Apr 16 @ Majestic Theatre

MOLINE, IL
Santana
Apr 15 @ TaxSlayer Center
Chicago
Apr 19 @ TaxSlayer Center
Snoop Dogg
Apr 21 @ TaxSlayer Center
Casting Crowns w/ We The
Kingdom
Apr 28 @ TaxSlayer Center

Brother Ali w/ Mally, DJ Last
Word
Apr 17 @ Majestic Theatre
The Lil Smokies w/ Michigan
Rattlers
Apr 20 @ High Noon Saloon
Royal Blood w/ Cleopatrick
Apr 20 @ The Sylvee
Marauda
Apr 21 @ Liquid

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA
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The Floozies w/ Megan
Hamilton, Jailbreak
Apr 22 @ Majestic Theatre
Walker & Royce
Apr 23 @ Liquid
The Floozies w/ Guggenz,
Dudley Noon
Apr 23 @ Majestic Theatre
Amos Lee w/ Jensen McRae
Apr 23 @ The Orpheum
Primus w/ Battles
Apr 23 @ The Sylvee

IOWA CITY, IA
The Magnetic Fields w/ Jake
Xerxes Fussell
Apr 15 @ Englert Theatre

Way Down Wanderers w/ Murray Lee and the Sons of Hades
Apr 27 @ River Music
Experience

James Hype
Apr 22 @ Liquid

Chelsea Handler
Apr 14 @ Paramount Theatre

Gang Of Youths
Apr 21 @ Majestic Theatre

Jamey Johnson & Randy
Houser
Apr 16 @ Paramount Theatre

Parker McCollum w/ Chancey
Williams
Apr 21 @ The Sylvee

Marc Maron
Apr 27 @ Barrymore Theatre
Badflower w/ ‘68, Brkn Love
Apr 27 @ Majestic Theatre
Wu Grass: Chris Castino &
Chicken Wire Empire
Apr 28 @ High Noon Saloon
Al Franken
Apr 29 @ Barrymore Theatre
Adventure Club
Apr 29 @ Liquid
Ron White
Apr 29 @ The Orpheum
Nikki Glaser
Apr 30 @ Barrymore Theatre
The Widdler x Pushloop w/
Moniker, Romy
Apr 30 @ High Noon Saloon
Nitti Gritti
Apr 30 @ Liquid
Jimmie Allen w/ Chayce
Beckham, Neon Union
Apr 30 @ The Sylvee
Dale Watson
May 1 @ High Noon Saloon
Dorothy
May 1 @ Majestic Theatre
Leon Bridges w/ Chiiild
May 2 @ The Sylvee
Alec Benjamin w/ Sara Kays
May 3 @ The Sylvee
Three Days Grace w/ Lilith Czar
May 4 @ The Sylvee
DUBUQUE365.COM

Upcoming Entertainment

Additional Entertainment
MICHAEL WINSLOW
APRIL 30 @ 8 PM

Here Come the Mummies

APRIL 23 @ 8 PM
Here Come the Mummies is an eight-piece funk-rock band of 5,000 year-old Egyptian Mummies with
a one-track mind. Their “Terrifying Funk from Beyond the Grave” is sure to get you into them (and
possibly vice versa). Since their discovery HCTM has been direct support for P-Funk, Al Green, Mavis
Staples, KC and the Sunshine Band, and Cheap Trick; rocked Super Bowl Village; become a regular on
The Bob and Tom Show; played massive festivals like Summer Camp, Common Ground, Voodoo Fest.

DUBUQUE SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA:
ULTIMATE ROCK HITS
MAY 6 & 7 @ 8 PM

JUNK FM
MAY 14 @ 8 PM

DRINK 182
MAY 21 @ 8 PM

DUBUQUE SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA:
ULTIMATE COUNTRY HITS
JUNE 3 & 4 @ 8 PM

DONNIE BAKER
OCTOBER 15 @ 8 PM

Jim Wand

APRIL 15 @ 8 PM
Jim is considered to be one of the top hypnotic
entertainers in the world today. He has worked
with Jay Leno, Conan O’Brien, Heidi Klum, Carrot
Top, Larry the Cable Guy, George Strait, and the
Rascal Flatts just to mention a few. He also has
appeared on numerous television specials on Fox,
Comedy Central and The Discovery Channel.

The Mavericks

APRIL 22 @ 8 PM
The masters of country-Latin rock’n’roll rode high
on the charts in the 1990s with hits like “What A
Crying Shame” and “All You Ever Do Is Bring Me
Down.” Then, they conquered Europe with the party
classic “Dance The Night Away.” The Mavericks mix
country, Tex-Mex, rockabilly, and Latino sounds with
a riotously entertaining, world-renowned live show.

Diamond Jo Casino’s Mississippi
Moon Bar is located at 301 Bell St.
in the Port of Dubuque. All shows
are 21+. For tickets and more
information about the upcoming
entertainment, call Diamond
Jo Casino at 563-690-4800 or
visit MoonBarRocks.com.

Nightlife

LIVE MUSIC &
ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES
FRI 4/15

Jake Dodds

SATURDAY, APRIL 16 @ 8 PM
Q CASINO Q SHOWROOM
(1855 GREYHOUND PARK RD)
Country music singer-songwriter Jake
Dodds heads to Q Casino’s Q Showroom for a free night of entertainment on Saturday, April 16 at 8 p.m.
The Indiana native grew up listening
to country music, watching the Grand Ole
Opry and The Statler Brothers Show Saturday nights on TNN with his grandparents.
Growing up in the ‘90s, it was
Garth Brooks TV specials and listening to the likes of Tracy Lawrence, Tim
McGraw, and Tracy Byrd on the radio.

As high school approached, it was Brad
Paisley and Kenny Chesney that helped
a shy kid through days of girls, sports
(freshman football), and mowing yards.
Forever a dreamer of being a country
music singer, it wasn’t until after a growing
karaoke obsession in southern Indiana lead
to joining a band at 24 in the summer of
2012. Fast forward 10 years, and a lot has
changed. Jake has opened shows for 25
national touring artists, played more than
130 shows three years running, and performed in venues in 17 states across the US.
The concert is free. Must be 21
to attend. For more information,
call Q Casino at 563-582-3647 or
visit QCasinoAndHotel.com. n

Cirque Du Buque—Drag Cabaret

Hans Condor, Dick Hubert

10 PM @ SMOKESTACK (62 EAST 7TH ST)

9 PM @ THE LIFT (180 MAIN ST, LOWER LEVEL)

ADMISSION: $15

Hans Condor is a legendary presence in Nashville punk. Over the
past 15 years, the group has been
responsible for some of the most
righteously raucous shows ever to
grace the city’s club scene. After a
decade-long hiatus, frontman Charles
Kaster has reconvened Hans Condor
once again and they’re on tour now.

Drag is back at Smokestack with your
stunning and sensual hosts Elektra
SuperNova and Anna Mae! Featured
guests include Ramona Ryot, Sage
Umbra, Mr Wisconsin Club 2022 Jonny
B, and Miss Continental Elite 2022
Moana Lotte. Cirqué Du Buque balances
both the oddities and the beauty in the
wonderful world of art we call drag. No
show is ever the same, so get yourself
in for a one-of-a-kind performance!

SAT 4/16

Stars of the
Grand Ole Opry

SATURDAY, APRIL 23 @ 7 PM
OHNWARD FINE ARTS CENTER
(1215 E PLATT ST, MAQUOKETA, IA)
Direct from Branson, the Ozark Jubilee
Presents Stars of the Grand Ole Opry at
the Ohnward Fine Arts Center in Maquoketa, IA on Saturday, April 23 at 7 p.m.
The all star cast of the Jubilee will be
performing the music of the Great Stars
of the Grand Ole Opry. From Roy Acuff,
Patsy Cline, Tammy Wynette, Ray Price,
George Jones Merle Haggard, Charlie
Pride, Porter Waggoner, and many more.
This year the Jubilee features the
Australian sensation Jennifer Simmons.
Jenny has traveled around the world and
performed with many of the Opry Stars.
The new male vocalist for the Jubilee
is Doug Driesel. Doug is a phenomenal
vocalist, and has a five-octave range.
The Jubilee features Branson’s Funniest Comedian and world-class fiddler
Doofus Doolittle. Doof is a champion
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Smokin’ Joe, Laurel and the
Love-In, Ephraim Zenh
10 PM @ THE LIFT (180 MAIN ST, LOWER LEVEL)

fiddle player. Doofus has performed
with many of the legends himself and
will be sharing stories from his experiences with such artists as Mel Tillis,
Roy Clark, Ray Price, Bill Anderson,
Porter Waggoner, and many more.
If you like country music and good,
clean family entertainment, you’ll want
to bring all your friends and come
out and see the Ozark Jubilee!
Tickets are $25 in advance or
$30 and can be purchased at the
Ohnward Fine Arts Center box
office, by calling 563-652-9815, or
at OnwardFineArtsCenter.com. n
Issue #406
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Well, we don’t know Joe or Ephraim, but
Laurel and the Love-In met on Tinder
in 2015. Back then, they were loners
looking for nothing more than some free
meals and a little hanky-panky on the
side. What they found was true love-in.
Since then, the Nashville-based rock
and roll band has toured the country,
honing their sound, which consists
of visceral lyrics, rock and roll guitar
solos, and 1960s girl-group inspired
harmonies. The band consists of lead
singer and pianist Laurel Sorenson,
Theo Holden on guitar, drummer
Michael Rasile, and bassist Max Zikakis.

FRI 4/22
Comedian Mike Merryfield
8 PM @ THE COMEDY BAR (333 E 10 TH ST)

April 22–23. In a business where too
many performers rely on shtick or
the latest political joke du jour to get
laughs, Mike Merryfield is refreshingly original. His act never feels fake
or forced. By simply being himself,
he’s become a comic on the verge of
stardom. He was winner of Comcast’s
Trial By Laughter, runner- up in the 37th
Annual San Francisco Comedy Competition and has eight live comedy albums
on iTunes, Spotify and Pandora Radio.

SAT 4/23
Tan + Jae
4 PM @ OFF SHORE RESORT
(4115 N RIVERVIEW, BELLEVUE, IA)

Two people making music they love with
who they love. Tan + Jae are not only a
musical duo, they are also a couple who
share a strong chemistry on and off the
stage. Share in the chemistry as they
help welcome live music back to the
stage at Off Shore Resort in Bellevue,
IA. Let the summer begin already!

DUBUQUE365.COM

Nightlife

Electric Shock

SATURDAY, APRIL 23 @ 8 PM
Q CASINO Q SHOWROOM
(1855 GREYHOUND PARK RD)
Since 2014, Electric Shock has been
perfecting the AC/DC show with a
high-energy performance, and they’re
bringing it to Q Casino’s Q Showroom
on Saturday, April 23 at 8 p.m.
Electric Shock faithfully replicating AC/DC both musically and visually,
proving they are the nation’s No. 1 AC/
DC show! Playing all the classic hits and
deeper cuts from both Bon Scott and
Brian Johnson eras, this show is not just
a tribute, but also an experience that will
give you the look, feel, and sound like you
are witnessing an actual AC/DC concert.

Them Coulee
Boys, Flash In
A Pan, and The
Wildwoods

SATURDAY, APRIL 23 @ 8 PM
CODFISH HOLLOW BARNSTORMERS
(5013 288TH AVE, MAQUOKETA, IA)
Codfish Hollow opens the barn doors
for the 2022 season with Them Coulee Boys, Flash In A Pan, and The
Wildwoods on Saturday, April 23
at 8 p.m. Doors open at 7 p.m.
Soren Staff and Beau Janke—co-founders of folk/rock/Americana outfit Them
Coulee Boys—met as counselors at a bible
camp in northern Wisconsin in 2011. Having both grown up amidst a stretch of glacial melt-carved river valleys in the upper
Midwest, otherwise known by French fur
trappers as coulees, they became fast
friends. Camp counselors actually coined
the name “them coulee boys” as a way to
refer to the constant companions, more
often than not with instruments in hand.
Soren’s little brother Jens joined the
crew on mandolin at camp in 2012, and
DUBUQUE365.COM

Electric Shock has opened for Heart,
Blue Oyster Cult, Firehouse, Head East,
and Drowning. Relive the best years
of rock n roll with a concert you will
never forget. Let There Be Rock!
The concert is free. Must be 21
to attend. For more information,
call Q Casino at 563-582-3647 or
visit QCasinoAndHotel.com. n

since, both Neil Krause on bass and Staš
Hable on drums have helped to grow the
band into the rollicking outfit it is today.
Their latest release, Namesake, finds
Them Coulee Boys following a new trajectory, combining their signature take on
folk-grass and Americana with comfort
on electric instruments and playing rock
and roll. The 10-song collection spans
from pure and genuine ballads to a leaping, countrified take on rock and roll.
Flash In A Pan is a collective of
Iowa musicians playing folk, bluegrass, old-time, and Americana music.
Founded in 2012, Flash In A Pan was
named on the assumption that the band
would play two shows and dissolve.
The Wildwoods are an enchanting folk/Americana duo based in Lincoln, NE, whose flowing songwriting
tandem has been praised by Paste
Magazine as “focused and charmingly human.” The Wildwoods’ delicate
melodies and descriptive lyrics come
from nature, love, experiences from the
road, and growing up in Nebraska.
Tickets are $20 in advance at $25
at the door. For tickets, COVID-19
protocols, and more information, visit
CodfishHollowBarnStormers.com n
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Mollie B and
Squeezebox
with Ted Lange

The Artisanals

THURSDAY, APRIL 28 @ 7 PM
DARKBIRD TAPHOUSE
(7305 THUNDER VALLEY DR, PEOSTA, IA)
Charleston, SC-based The Artisanals head
to Peosta, IA for a night of entertainment
at Darkbird Taphouse on Thursday, April
28. Doors open at 6 p.m. The Artisanals
are a rock band fronted by Johnny Delaware (formerly of the band SUSTO). Local
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duo Bob&Gus open the show at 7 p.m.
with The Artisanals starting at 8 p.m.
Officially the first concert at Darkbird,
the business will shut down early to allow
anyone with a ticket to come in to enjoy
the show. Birds. Fried Chicken food truck
will be on site at 4:30 p.m., and Darkbird’s head chef will be smoking BBQ.
Tickets are $15. For tickets and more information, visit
facebook.com/darkbirdtaphouse. n
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FRIDAY, MAY 6 @ 7 PM
OHNWARD FINE ARTS CENTER
(1215 E PLATT ST, MAQUOKETA, IA)
Multi-instrumentalist and award-winning
vocalist Mollie B gathers the Squeezebox
with Ted Lange for a performance at the
Ohnward Fine Arts Center in Maquoketa, IA on Friday, May 6 at 7 p.m.
Host of the Mollie B Polka Party
TV show, Mollie B has been performing music all her life. Mollie started her
career performing with the Jim Busta
Band when she was only a child, and
due to her hard work and dedication,
Mollie B now performs nationwide—live
performances, as well as on TV and
the movie screen. Mollie and her band
can be seen in the Clint Eastwood
movie The Mule. Mollie not only has
performed on over 35 recordings, she

has also shared her many God-given
talents with fans in over 30 states and
11 countries and continues to inspire
young musicians with her love for music.
Tickets are $22 in advance or $25 for
adults and $13 in advance or $15 at the
door for students. Tickets can be purchased at the Ohnward Fine Arts Center
box office, by calling 563-652-9815,
or at OnwardFineArtsCenter.com. n
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Nightlife

Q Casino Back
Waters Stage

JA RULE: FRIDAY, JUNE 10 @ 7 PM
TESLA: FRIDAY, JUNE 17 @ 7 PM
CHASE RICE: SATURDAY, JUNE 25 @ 7 PM
Q CASINO BACK WATERS STAGE
(1855 GREYHOUND PARK RD)
Live outdoor entertainment returns to Q
Casino’s Back Waters Stage this summer.
So far three acts have been announced
with more on the way. The all-ages
shows are held rain or shine behind Q
Casino on Chaplain Schmitt Island.
Plan your summer now and grab your
tickets at BackWatersStage.com.

Ja Rule with special guests
Ginuwine and the Ying Yang Twins
FRIDAY, JUNE 10 @ 7 PM
TICKETS: $49.50 GA; $69.50: TURPIN VIP

Ja Rule is an American rapper, singer
and actor signed to his own label Mpire
Records. He began his career in the
group Cash Money Click and released
his debut solo album, Venni Vetti Vecci,
in 1999. He has since released 2000’s
Rule 3:36, 2001’s Pain Is Love, 2002’s
The Last Temptation, 2003’s Blood in My
Eye, and 2004’s R.U.L.E. He now plans
to release his seventh studio album,
Venni Vetti Vecci 2010, later this year.
He is best known for hits “Always On
Time”, “Mesmerize,” “Livin’ It Up,” “Put
It On Me,” “Between Me And You,” and
“Wonderful” and for being associated with
Jay-Z as a part of The Murderers. Ja Rule
has sold over 20 million albums worldwide
and has released six albums with one on
the way. His best selling albums are Pain
Is Love and Rule 3:36. Ja Rule has beefed
with rappers DMX, 50 Cent, The Game,
Busta Rhymes, Dr. Dre, and Eminem.
DUBUQUE365.COM

Tesla with special guest
Not Quite Brothers
FRIDAY, JUNE 17 @ 7 PM
TICKETS: $39.50 GA; $54.50: TURPIN VIP

The fact that Tesla is still roaring and soaring
should be no surprise. That’s just how they
are built. Tesla may have been born in the
mid ‘80s eruption of leather, spandex, and
big hair, but this band has never been about
those things. Hardly. Their bluesy, soulful
sound is strongly embedded in the roots
of organic, authentic, 1970s rock and roll.
The same roots that produced bands like
The Allman Brothers, Grand Funk Railroad,
AC/DC, Lynyrd Skynyrd, and Aerosmith.
Known for hits like “Sings,” “Mama’s
Fool,” “What You Give,” and “Love Song,”
they were never a flavor of the month.
Tesla’s legacy is alive and well as they
continue to record and sellout venues all
over the world. As comfortable, rugged,
and dependable as your favorite pair of
boots, they endure. Tesla is a celebration
of the greatest spirits of rock and roll.
Telsa has been rescheduled from a
previous date. All previously purchased
tickets will be automatically transferred to
the new show date, Friday, June 17, 2022.

a legion of passionate fans at his highenergy concerts across the globe, Chase
Rice has established himself as a powerful force in Nashville and beyond. Yet he
genuinely sees current single “If I Were
Rock & Roll” as the launching pad for
music that says what he wants to say,
how he wants to say it. The song serves
as a follow up to his three-part project,
The Album, featuring his latest No. 1 hit,
“Drinkin’ Beer. Talkin’ God. Amen. (feat.
Florida Georgia Line)” and Platinumcertified Top 10 hit “Lonely If You Are.”
Additional top hits include “Eyes
on You,” “Drinkin’ Beer. Talkin’ God.
Amen,” and “Lonely If You Are” n

Chase Rice with special guests
Adam Doleac and John Morgan
SATURDAY, JUNE 25 @ 7 PM
TICKETS: $49.50 GA; $69.50: TURPIN VIP

With more than 2.2 million albums sold
and over 2.1 billion total streams, plus
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PRIME RIB SANDWICH

Two
Gingers
Tavern &
Eatery
By Danny Fairchild
Bar food has it easy, as far as food goes.
Bar food can just sit around and be bar
food. There’s probably no other cuisine
type we depend so much on, but expect so
little from. All we really expect it to do is,
A: Take up space in our bellies so we don’t
get too drunk too fast, and B: Not suck.
Literally all it has to do is exist and not
make us want to throw up. We’ve all been
to bars where this has been the kitchen
philosophy. Whatever. There’s definitely
a time and a place for bars like that. Two
Gingers Tavern & Eatery could easily get
away with that. They could totally phone
in the food. It’s a bar in a small town
(Cascade) without a whole lot of other
bars. No need to go crazy, am I right?
“To hell with that!” says Two Gingers.
And rightly so. The location of Two
Gingers Tavern & Eatery (231 1st Ave W
in Cascade) is so steeped in history that
it would be almost sacrilege to not try
to do it justice with the best food you
can muster. Two Gingers does it justice.
Which means that Two Gingers isn’t
just a bar. Two Gingers is a just bar.
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You see, there has continuously been a
bar at that location since 1891. Meditate on
that. For over 130 years, there has never
NOT been a bar serving the people of
Peosta at 231 1st Ave W in Cascade. That’s
staggering, innit? It’s gone through many
different names and ownership, of course.
The abstract document on the place is
probably pretty stinking interesting. It
was originally a post office, then became
a bar known as The Hub. Over the years,
it became bars you may remember like
Pete’s Place or Dagwood’s. Remember
Dagwood’s? In fact, if you’re still trying to picture where Two Gingers is, just
go to Dagwood’s and you’ll be at Two
Gingers instead. Two Gingers has been
there since 2016, so it seems weird to
still reference it by the previous operation, but that’s just how bars work.
How does Two Gingers hold
up to such a storied past? Pretty
damn well. Let’s get into it.
I’m going to do something different and
talk about the bathrooms first. I’ve never
felt good about following up my culinary
purple prose with a description of where
you poop. But at the same time, I think
people want to know about the bathroom situation. I’m happy to report that
the bathrooms at Two Gingers are clean!
It’s decorated in that industrial style with
reclaimed sheet metal paneling and the
like. It’s a pretty popular motif these days,
especially for bathrooms because with a
rusty-cum-rustic design, you can hide a lot
of uncleanliness. But I ain’t fooled, and Two
Gingers aren’t even trying to fool me. The
cleanliness of the bathrooms is not suspect.
As for the atmosphere, I can’t vouch
for it when nightlife comes a-hoppin’ as
Issue #406

MUSHROOM AND SWISS BURGER WITH BACON

I was there on a Sunday afternoon, but
it very much strikes me as the kind of
place where you can quietly have a few
drinks while reading the paper (maybe
365ink?) during the day, then cut loose
with your friends at night, maybe to
some live music if anybody’s taking the
stage. The kind of place that has popcorn free for the taking. Because Two
Gingers has popcorn free for the taking.
Often with small-town bars, you run
the risk of stepping into a place stuck
in time, à la The Twilight Zone. But Two
Gingers doesn’t just have a strong tie
to the past, it also honors the future
with that curious name. Two Gingers is
named after the owners’ two redheaded
children. Two Gingers doesn’t seem
stagnant or afraid of change. It’s a very
cross-that-bridge-when-we-get-to-it-andwe-look-forward-to-getting-to-it vibe.
The food.
If the free popcorn isn’t going to
sate your hunger, you’re still in good
hands. This is bar food done right. It’s
not done fancy, thank goodness. It’s
not even done all that interestingly. But
it’s done right, dammit. Two Gingers
brings the delicious flavors you crave
and does them exceedingly well.
Let’s start with the appetizers, eh?
I’ve previously noted that pretzels are
possibly the most perfect snack to go with
beer. ANY beer. ALL beer. Two Gingers has
you covered with their big pretzels. And
I mean big. We’re talking about pretzels
so big that it’s more efficient to create a
special pretzel-hanging device and hang
it vertically than to try to find a place
for a plate big enough to serve it flat. It
should also be noted that this isn’t your

traditional toothy baked pretzel. Nope.
This is the deep fried kind. Because bar
food gonna bar food. It’s served with
beer cheese, queso, or mustard, all of
which are solid choices. I’m a mustard
guy when it comes to pretzels, and while
I would have been fine with a squeeze
bottle of generic yellow mustard, Two
Gingers does you several better with the
coarse-ground gourmet stuff, where the
grains of salt and the grains of the mustard
seeds kind of make you play a guessing
game where there’s no wrong answer.
Because I can’t pass up chorizo
anytime it’s offered to me, we also tried
the chips and chorizo queso. It definitely
scratched that chorizo itch. And that
queso itch. And that chips itch. Like I said,
the food at Two Gingers does its job.
I also can’t turn down anything that
resembles a French dip sandwich. So
when my scanning eyes fell upon the
menu entry, “Prime Rib Sandwich” and
read the description my only thought
was, “a rose by any other name…” And
here’s a hot tip, friends: Order the French
dip at restaurants that routinely serve
prime rib. Because chances are, the
meat they put on today’s French dip is
last night’s prime rib. Yum. Two Gingers
doesn’t have prime rib as a menu item,
so I’m not exactly sure about the logistics, but it’s a damn fine sandwich. You
know how sometimes the jus has little to
no flavor and you may as well be dipping your sandwich in warm water? Two
Gingers’ jus for the prime rib sandwich is
rich and flavorful. This is good because
you don’t have to get a huge portion of
bread fall-apart soggy to get that flavor.
The burgers.
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SUPREME PIZZA

Look, the rest of your bar cuisine
could be friggin’ ambrosia, but if you
can’t deliver a good burger, your food is
crap. And while the pizza at Two Gingers
kind of steals the show, their burgers are
incredible. A lot seems to have gone into
the structural integrity of their burgers. A lot of thought was devoted to
delivering a good-sized burger loaded
with toppings, that you can still eat with
your hand. Doesn’t it just piss you off
when you have to use a knife and fork
to eat a burger? Mashing a burger into
your face is half the burger experience.
I mean… if you’re anxious about staining that very nice shirt you’re wearing
(seriously… that’s a good color on you),
you CAN eat the burger with a knife and
fork. You do you. But you don’t HAVE to.
All that flavor… in the palm of your hand.
The pizza.
Brick-oven, yo.
Again, when it comes to bar food, if it
were just some frozen, shrink-wrapped
frisbee with something that vaguely
resembles sauce, cheese, and toppings,
I eat it and be thankful for it. Nom, nom,
nom. But Two Gingers puts that brick
oven to use and friends, I would say
that the pizza alone is worth the trip to
Cascade. Even though everybody has
their own platonic ideal of what pizza
should be, I wouldn’t be doing my duty
if I didn’t present this for your approval.
The crust has some foldability without
being too floppy. As such, the toppings
stay where the toppings are put until they
get to your mouth and you say, “Mmm!
Pretty good pizza, even though I like my
pizza x, y, and z.” You probably won’t
actually say that. You’re not a douche.
DUBUQUE365.COM

Anyway, Two Gingers is where it’s at.
I think there’s some opportunity there
for a mini hotel or something nearby.
Lots of weddings and funerals happen
around there that are really underserved.
But I digress. When it comes to food, at
Two Gingers, they don’t go beyond bar
food, but they certainly go above it.
Eat up. n

Two Gingers Tavern & Eatery

231 1ST AVE W, CASCADE, IA
563-852-3378
TWOGINGERSTAVERNANDEATERY.COM
Kitchen Hours: Fri: 5–9 PM; Sat: 2–9 PM;
Sun: Noon–6 PM; Mon–Thu: Closed

DANNY FAIRCHILD
DANNY DOESN’T TAKE CRAP
FROM NOBODY, BUT HE’LL
TAKE FOOD FROM ALMOST
ANYBODY. IF YOU WANT TO
FIGHT DANNY, OR FEED HIM NOM-NOMS,
EMAIL HIM AT DINING@DUBUQUE365.COM.
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Everyone Matters
or No One Matters
The Harry Bosch Series
by Michael Connelly
By Bryce Parks
I binge audiobook series like others binge
Netflix. I’m not sure I have ever binged on
a series so hard as I just did on Michael
Connelly’s Harry Bosch books. I just finished
book 21 of 23 and I started reading them at
the beginning of March. I’d say that’s a sign
of a personal problem. But we’ll ignore that.
Hieronymus Bosch is an anti-hero homicide detective in Los Angeles, mainly Hollywood. Yes, art lovers, he was named for
the Dutch artists of the same name by his
prostitute mother who was murdered in the
streets of Hollywood before Bosch entered
the system as an orphan. He eventually
spent time in the military as a tunnel rat in
Vietnam before coming back to become
a police officer. This is the backstory that
makes him the hard-edged, no-bullshit,
bull in a china shop kind of detective he is.
We first meet Bosch in the novel Black
Echo where he’s already a veteran detective
who’s just been busted down to the lowly
Hollywood Homicide squad from the once
vaulted cream of LA homicide departments
because of his street smart, but no-by-the
book style of operating. But for Bosch, it’s
not about the accolades or the respect.
It’s about closing the case and finding the
killer and giving justice to the victims no
matter what. For Harry, everyone counts
or no one counts. While he’ll never plant
evidence or go to the dark side as some
cops do, he has no problem bending the
rules to follow the evidence to the truth.
This series often combines multiple
mysteries in each book that follow parallel narratives to solving more than one
whodunit at a time. And while the murders
can get fictionally big, I like that they stay
grounded. I’ve never had to eye roll at a
preposterous or over-the-top plot twist
or comic book-style villain. The twists are
usually very clever, often adding a twist to
the twist, and always seem to satisfy. The
only time I thought something seemed
unlikely was when a young detective
he was working with was also listening
to a live Art Pepper jazz CD that Bosch
loved. No way that would really happen.
The books get deep into the fabric of
LA, both the seedy underbelly as well as
the dense politics of the Los Angeles Police
department. Bosch often has to fight the
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system and the
egos and personalities within it, as he
does the criminals
on the street.
Author Michael Connelly has clearly done
his homework in getting the gritty reality
behind any perceived sexiness of being a
homicide cop. It can get frustrating, but it
also brings to the series a reality of red-tape
bureaucracy that we’ve all experienced in
our own lives, just not likely to this depth.
The 30-year publishing run of these books
sees the technological Luddite protagonist
wade through the waters of emerging technology, begrudgingly adapting when he has
to to new tools to do his job. It’s new technology that is behind many of his cases when
he eventually becomes a cold case detective, revisiting old murders with new tools.
These aren’t really night reads, but they
fly right by. I found them engrossing. I often
listen as I go to bed and fade off eventually,
but I kept finding that I had to force myself
to turn off the books after three hours
because I was never going to sleep, as I was
riveted to the advancing stories. This hunger to find out what happens next is what
drove me through so many novels so fast.
Like Bosch himself, the series is solid,
a dependable 4-star read, and, if you can
pace yourself better than me, will keep you
company for a nice, long 23-novel relationship (plus one more coming in November). Connelly also has tie-in books with
characters like Bosch’s half brother Mickey
Haller (The Lincoln Lawyer) and Terry
McCaleb. Both of those characters have had
real movies made about them, and Bosch
himself now has a long running TV series on
Amazon Prime that is based on the novels.
But it really mixes them up, and the series
moved Bosch ahead in time to be a Desert
Storm vet instead of a Vietnam vet. I’m
waiting to finish the books before I watch
any more of the series. You might also want
to read the books about those side characters in the chronological order they were
published alongside with the Bosch books,
as there are plot crossovers between some.
If you like police procedurals, true
crime-style stories, or have an affinity
for the culture and behind-the-scenes
viscera that is the real Los Angeles, I
highly recommend these books. n
DUBUQUE365.COM
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Budgeting
That’s Smart
By Hy-Vee Nutritionists Megan Horstman (Asbury)
and Amy Cordingley (Locust and Dodge)
Are you looking for ways to stretch your food dollar? There
are many easy ways to stay within your food budget when
grocery shopping. What may be surprising is that you do not
have to sacrifice nutrition. Whole foods that are less processed,
such as fruits, vegetables, grains, beans, meat, and low-fat or
fat-free dairy are typically the better bargain when it comes
to cost and nutrition. You pay more for convenience, so take
time to plan and prepare meals to help you save money.
Budget-Friendly Tips:
• Pick private label. Hy-Vee private-label brands like Gustare
Vita, That’s Smart!, and Full Circle will save you an average of 15 to 25 percent over the national name brand, and
the quality of food is comparable to the national brand.
• Eat more meals at home. Home-prepared meals will add
up to big savings. Use leftover ingredients in another
recipe (cook once, serve twice) or eat the leftovers for
lunch the next day—which saves time and money.
• Meal plan. Plan meals using Hy-Vee.com/recipes. The
searchable database has hundreds of recipes listed according to category (appetizer, main dish, one dish, dessert, etc.).
You also can search under special dietary considerations such
as vegan, vegetarian, heart healthy, and diabetes-friendly.
Have breakfast for dinner with this nutritious Corn
and Egg Frittata that is easy on the wallet. n

Catastrophe
Mindset
By Matt Booth
Is emergency the norm in your life? Is everything a
catastrophe? Are you overworked and overwhelmed
by things you should have done yesterday?
The catastrophe of the moment has a way of preempting
the important. The eternal putting out fires leads to feeling like
your life is out of control. This catastrophe mindset is a business
model and a never-ending part of our days. Urgent activities
will never disappear, but someone else’s nonstop emergencies shouldn’t lead to catastrophes. A catastrophe is a shared
emergency that overwhelms our interactions and narratives.
You do not need to participate! Determine the difference
between a fire and important activities and invest your time in
the important. Emergencies are crises that require immediate attention. You react to emergencies and push aside the
important issues until they escalate and become emergencies, at which point you have another catastrophe. Think
about your day. Did you spend your time on emergencies or
important tasks? The number of fires you try to put out each
day correlates directly to the number of burns you experience.
DUBUQUE365.COM

That’s Smart! Corn and Egg Frittata
MAKES 5 SERVINGS

Ingredients
• 2 tbsp That’s Smart!
pure canola oil
• 1¼ cups That’s Smart! frozen
whole kernel golden corn,
plus additional for topping
• 1 fresh jalapeno, seeded
and chopped
• 1 tsp That’s Smart! chili powder

• 10 That’s Smart! large
eggs, lightly beaten
• 4 oz Hy-Vee pepper
jack cheese, grated
• ½ (14.5-oz) can That’s Smart!
diced tomatoes, drained
• ¼ cup sliced green onions

Directions
1. Preheat broiler to HIGH.
2. Heat oil in a 10-inch broiler-proof skillet over medium-high heat.
Add 1¼ cups corn, jalapeno pepper and chili powder. Cook for
5 minutes or until corn is crisp-tender, stirring occasionally.
3. Combine eggs and cheese; pour over corn mixture in skillet. Cook over medium heat. As mixture sets, run a spatula
around edge of skillet, lifting egg mixture so uncooked portion flows underneath. Continue cooking and lifting edges
until egg mixture is almost set and surface is still moist.
4. Place skillet under broiler 4 inches from heat. Broil for
2 to 3 minutes or until top is just set. Top with tomatoes, additional cooked corn and green onions.
Nutrition Facts per serving: 330 calories, 22g fat, 8g saturated
fat, 0g trans fat, 395mg cholesterol, 350mg sodium, 12g carbohydrates, 8g fiber, 4g sugar (0g added sugar), 19g protein.
Source: September 2019 Hy-Vee Seasons magazine (hy-vee.com)
Scan this QR code
to find your
Hy-Vee dietitian

This information is not intended as medical advice.
Please consult a medical professional for individual advice.

When you go to the emergency room, you believe
your situation is an emergency. However, the doctors
don’t allow you to define an emergency. There would
be chaos if they did. Doctors prioritize patients based
on the importance of their conditions. Patients with lifethreatening problems are attended to first. If your emergency can wait without further to harm to you, you wait.
Recognize that emergencies are usually associated
with the achievement of someone else’s goals rather than
your own. This catastrophe-induced stress compromises
your health and leads to overall poor performance. We
live in a world driven by attention, creating an emergency is a sure way to grab some. Just like a 2-year-old
throwing a temper tantrum at the grocery store.
It is not always easy, but try to distinguish between what
is an emergency and what is important. Is it an emergency
or is it someone else’s fire to put out? Prioritize and do what
is most important first. Practice discipline and concentration
without submitting to others’ attitudes and catastrophes.
Be proactive, rather than reactive, and focus your time on
important activities that produce significant results. n

MATT BOOTH
TO FIND OUT HOW MATT CAN TURN UP THE
VIBE FOR YOUR GROUP, CALL 563-590-9693
OR EMAIL MATT@MATTBOOTH.COM.
“WE WERE FINALLY ABLE TO HOLD OUR CONFERENCE
AFTER IT WAS CANCELED IN 2020. WE WERE LOOKING
FOR A HIGH-LEVEL PROGRAM AND MOTIVATION FOR THE
ATTENDEES AFTER TWO YEARS OF DELAY. MATT DID JUST
THAT! MATT IS EXTREMELY ENGAGING, HIS STORIES ARE
GREAT, AND HE CAPTIVATED THE AUDIENCE THE ENTIRE TIME!
THANK YOU FOR TURNING UP THE POSITIVE VIBE FOR AN
ENTIRE ROOM FULL OF RANDOM STRANGERS!” —AMANDA
VAN STEENWYK, IOWA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

“Leading is tackling
the important before it
becomes catastrophic.”
—Matt Booth
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How
to Get
Things
Done
By Pam Kress-Dunn
A famous New Yorker cartoon shows
a writer at his desk, besieged with
thoughts: “Sharp pencils, clean paper,
good light, comfortable chair, hot coffee, warm room… Ready to work…
Perhaps the room is TOO warm…”
I rarely have writer’s block. Sometimes I have “What should I write about?”
block, but once I’m seized with an idea,
nothing can stop me. What stops me,
all too often, is having too many ideas,
making too many commitments, wanting to write an essay about this thing,
and a poem about that thing, and a
letter about my entire week, each
slightly varied, to everyone I know. And
wanting to do everything ALLATONCE.
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Somehow, it seems, I should be able to
do six things simultaneously, or in very
quick order, or sandwiched together.
The sandwich, yes! I could write a selfhelp book called Sandwiching Your Life. In
it, I would explain how I get all my things
done by doing a little of this one, then a little of that one, then a bit of the other one,
by assembling all the things into a sandwich, which I can bite into as time permits.
Chapter 1: Choose your bread. Most
sandwiches have two slices—let’s ignore
the three-bun Big Mac, which I can get
neither my mouth nor head around—and
decide on the two tasks which will anchor
your sandwich. Choose two with deadlines, say April 17 and May 6. If you have
more than two, good luck with your Big
Mac. In my case, it’s my vaguely spiritual
sermonette for the UU Fellowship, and
my next column for this very page.
Chapter 2: Select your fillings. These
are all the other things—tasks with no
actual due date, all clamoring at your
skull to be let out, to be addressed,
to be composed, cooked, created,
planted, edited, read, researched, organized, emailed, downloaded, washed,
framed, purchased, donated, called,
filed, ironed, wrestled into submission.
Chapter 3: Breathe deeply. Take
naps. Both, at the same time!
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BIG TABLE, LITTLE CARDS, AMAZING RESULTS

Chapter 4: Having thought of all
those things you want to do or need to
do or will be fined if you don’t do, take
a moment to sit back while I introduce
my own all-time-best solution to having Too Many Things to Do, which I call
The Little Pieces of Paper Solution.
Step 1: Sharpen your pencil, adjust your
room temperature, and make a long list of
every single thing you must (or want to) do
in the next few weeks. Anything at all that’s
been nagging at you, whether impatiently
or wishfully. Put it all in there; nothing is too
big or too small. Bake the scones for church.
Schedule the oil change. Photograph the
daffodils. Find out if that cheap photo app is
selling your adorable grandkids’ pix. Wash
that gross slipcover. Cook that Chicken
Tikka Masala recipe. Donate to Save the
Children Ukraine.* Nag your Senator. Master
yogurt-making. Call that high school pal.
Start your memoir. Find out if you’re really
Scottish. Buy that cute little basket you look
at longingly every time you go to Target.
Step 2: Find some scrap paper. Cut
it into bite-size pieces, big enough
to write a few words. (Leftover business cards are perfect.) Write each of
those things from step 1 onto a piece.
Step 3: Relax. Breathe in, breathe
out. Eat candy. Review cat memes.
Step 4: On a large table, lay out
all your little notes. As calmly as possible, start sorting them into loose
categories, such as A) Do soon, B) Do
next week, C) No rush, and D) Do last
week. Just kidding about D! This is not
about shaming yourself for inaction.
Step 5: Lay out your As, Bs, and Cs into
3 columns. (Repeat Step 3 as needed.)
Step 6: You think I’m going to make
you Sharpie each column into some kind
of order on a big poster board to hang
on the kitchen wall, right? To the contrary! This step is the beautiful part of this
method. It’s not about Do this, then Do

that, and finally Do the other thing. It’s
about keeping things loose. For this, let’s
return to the book. Remember the book?
Chapter 5: So maybe the sandwich is a
lousy idea. Once you put your sixteen fillings/pieces of paper into the buns/deadline tasks, they become too rigidly layered,
or, worse yet, they melt together like
ketchup and cheese. Tasty, but unhelpful.
Final Chapter: Instead, treat each
of your three piles like a deck of cards.
Fan out Deck 1 every day, every few
hours, whatever works for you, deciding whether to call that friend, order that
Ukrainian flag,* or draw that picture of
your dog today. Maybe you can do one,
or maybe five in one day. It’s up to you.
I like to pick one big thing and sprinkle
in a few small things as pleasant diversions. Today, I might start an essay, then
text my friend in Key West about going
to the Arboretum, and then scribble a
few words from the sonnet (not really)
that’s been bouncing around in my head,
and finally go to Hy-Vee to get what I
need for Chicken Kyiv.* Take a quick look
through the other two decks, just to keep
on top of things. Maybe you can do a
little of a long-term task right now. Shift
a task if you want, or break it down into
three cards, but do yourself a favor and
keep your piles separate, and loose. Last
step? Put a “Breathe” card in each file.
Or a “Scream” emoji. Your choice. n
* Just do what you can for Ukraine

PAM KRESS-DUNN
PAM BELIEVES THAT IF SHE
DOESN’T WRITE ABOUT IT,
IT DIDN’T HAPPEN. YOU CAN
READ ALL 300+ OF HER
PAST COLUMNS, PLUS OTHER RANDOM POSTS,
ON HER BLOG AT SIEGEOFWORDS.COM.
DUBUQUE365.COM
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Spot the Difference

Can you spot 10 differences in the photo of Vintage Torquefest at the Dubuque County
Fairgrounds by photographer Jim Klas? Hint: There are actually 12 differences!

More For Your Family!
Upcoming Family Events
FRI 4/22
Sister Act JR.

12:50 p.m. $5. 1800 Admiral
Sheehy Dr. 563-275-6576.
dbqskating.org.

7 PM @ GRAND OPERA HOUSE

April 22 at 7 p.m., April 23 at
2 and 7 p.m., and April 24 at
2 p.m. Based on the hit 1992
film and Tony-nominated
Broadway musical, Sister Act
JR. is the feel-good musical
comedy will be performed
by Mazzuchelli Catholic
Middle School students. Live
audience, livestream, and
video on demand available.
$10. 135 8th St. 563-588-1305.
thegrandoperahouse.com.

SUN 4/24

FRI 4/29
Big Fish
7:30 PM @ GRAND
OPERA HOUSE

April 29 and 30 at 7:30 p.m.
and May 1 at 2 p.m. Wahlert
Catholic High School presents
Big Fish. Based on the
celebrated novel by Daniel
Wallace and the acclaimed
film directed by Tim Burton.
$10. 135 8th St. 563-588-1305.
thegrandoperahouse.com.

1 PM @ MYSTIQUE
COMMUNITY ICE CENTER

Cheer on your local Dubuque
figure skaters as they take
the ice for their annual
spring show. Watch as
they melt your heart with
all the magic of the circus
on ice. Seating begins at

DUBUQUE365.COM

MON 5/2
Mini Musician
Mondays
9:30 AM, 1 PM, OR 4:45 PM

SAT 4/30

Cirque De Dubuque
Ice Skating

a witch’s spell and a castle
that sleeps for a hundred
years. The 45-minute
marionette show features a
snow monster, a rainbow of
butterflies and seven “goodly
witches,” as well as a princess
who likes to garden and a
few generations of princes.
$5. 2130 Main St, Hazel
Green, WI. 608-732-7129.
hazelgreenoperahouse.
blogspot.com.

Fever River
Puppeteers:
Sleeping Beauty
11 AM AND 2 PM @ HAZEL
GREEN OPERA HOUSE
(HAZEL GREEN, WI)

@ BODY & SOUL WELLNESS
CENTER AND SPA

Participate with your young
child in singing, moving, and
playing instruments in this
lively, musical class. Improves
pitch-matching and rhythm,
develops language skills
and self-confidence, and
strengthens early neurodevelopmental pathways.
Ages 0–5 with a parent or
guardian. RSVP. $12/family
per class. 2728 Asbury Rd.
563-690-0151. nisom.com.

Spot the Difference Answers

April 30 and May 7 at 11 a.m.
and 2 p.m. and May 1 and 8
at 2 p.m. A spinning wheel,
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WHERE’S GENERAL BOB?
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General Bob is out and about. Do you know where he’s at?

Picture Yo urself
in the Tri-States
fueled by...

The Killer Queen tribute band
sold out the Five Flags Theater
and then proceeded to bring the
house down with a killer show!

Local cancer ﬁghtin
g hero Sage Steue
r joins
the annual Easter
Egg Hunt at Steve’
s Ace
Home an d Garden
in Dubuque. The eve
nt
supporte d Sage’s con
tinuned ﬁght.

Surrounde d by family,
Katy Wethal is sworn
in as the newest memb
er of the Dubuque City
Council, ser ving Dubuqu
e’s 4th Ward.

The Dubuque Area STEM Fest
ival brought
900+ guests to Clarke Universit
y to share
their love of science, technolo
gy, engineering
and math. Photo by Sunil Mal
apati.

Submit your photo by using

Country music star Dustin
Lynch takes a tour of Joh
n
Deere Dubuque Works bef
ore his big concert at Five
Flags Arena later the sam
e day. Photo by Jesse Gav
in.

Rain, the Beatles tribute band, brought their
spot-on show, featuring a great light and stage
show, to the Five Flags Civic Center.

legends,
One of Dubuque’s live music
70th
Charlie Troy, celebrates his
at Burkey ’s
birthday behind the drums
Bar & Grill.

on Social Me dia!

ra
The Dubuque Symphony Orchest
uque
Dub
of
s
dred
hun
d
ome
welc
area 5th grade students to the
and
Five Flags Theater to discover
y
phon
sym
the
t
learn more abou
and classical music.

... and skip ahead to later the same night,
here’s Dustin Lynch owning the crowd at Five
Flags Arena. Photo by Jesse Gavin.

star Casey DonaCountry music rising
Q Showroom at
at
in
m
the
hew packe d
night. The cay
da
Q Casino on a Satur
huge countr y
ng
tti
ge
for
sino is know
breaking.
are
y
talent just as the

ment
The Greater Dubuque Develop
t start to
Corporation celebrates a grea
” capital
their “YOU can be great here
million of
campaign, already raising $9.4
an $11 million goal.
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w Gwen Danzig’s w
Good Advice
DEAR GWEN,
Back in college, I liked this guy named
Michael. We met in a total meet-cute
kind of way, bumping into each other in
the library at my school. I dropped all
of my books. We went on a couple of
dates after that, but he had to drop out
of school and move away to take care
of an ill family member mid-year. I have
always wondered what could have been,
but we lost track of each other. I’ve
searched for him on social media countless times to no avail, but he doesn’t
strike me as an internet person. Anyway,
my family has a group email chain for
Easter plans, and my cousin just wrote
to say she is bringing her new boyfriend
this Sunday… it’s Michael. What do I
even do? Do I not go to Easter? Do I go
and act surprised to see him? Do I go
and pretend I don’t remember him?
—Sincerely, Reunion on the Resurrection

DEAR REUNION ON THE
RESURRECTION,
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I hate to tell you this, but you need to
pile on more tropes to undo a trope like
a meet-cute. So my recommendation
is for you to find a way to implement
the trope of waking up in the body
of your younger self so you can redo
that college interaction. Either don’t
bump into him or make sure you fall so
in love that he has to take you along
when he moves to take care of his
family. If that doesn’t work, I’d suggest
activating the Groundhog Day trope
so you can give it a few more shots.
If those efforts are unsuccessful, you
could try to get a Freaky Friday trope
organized and become your cousin.
Maybe even more uncomplicated,
you could orchestrate the trope of
the accidental handhold at Easter.

Obviously, some of these tropes are
easier to come by than others. I haven’t
tried to organize one myself, so you’re
on your own there. But one time, I did
get caught in a string theory plotline
and ended up in an alternate universe
for a year. That was an accident, though.
Turns out I became a surgeon in my
other timeline! It was really incredible—very unsafe for my patients—but
I was good at math and could type
phone numbers in my phone without
accidentally flipping all the numbers
around and dialing strangers. I miss
it there, the phone thing was major.
But if I were still there, I wouldn’t be
here to feed the stray cat and possum
that live under my garage now. And I
gave them names last week. The cat is
Dennis, and the possum is Judy. And if
I don’t feed Dennis, he breaks into the
trash can and eats my leftover pizza
crust, so I really need to stay in this
timeline so he can get some vitamins
in his diet. Judy would be okay without
me, I suppose. But she wouldn’t have
anybody to hiss at when she’s sitting on
the roof of my garage and I really feel
like that’s her favorite part of the day.
I hope that helps!
—xoxo Gwen

GWEN BEATTY
GWEN BEATTY IS A SORORITY DROPOUT AND
CRYBABY, READY AND WILLING TO BOSS YOU
AROUND. IF YOU WANT TO TELL HER SHE’S
PRETTY, EMAIL GWEN@DUBUQUE365.COM.

06010072113
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SCORPIO
(NOV 23–NOV 29)

Today is your chance to do
something truly meaningful. Maybe give
solving the Israel-Palestine conflict a try.

ARIES

OPHIUCHUS

(APR 19–MAY 13)

(NOV 30–DEC 17)

It will be important for you
to not get bogged down with getting
things right the first time. Nobody
expects perfection from you. Nobody
expects much from you at all, TBH.

You may refuse to believe
it, but you only have yourself to
blame for the consequences of your
actions. You really are the reason
bad things happen to good people.

TAURUS

SAGITTARIUS

(MAY 14–JUNE 19)

(DEC 18–JAN 8)

If you’re curious about
the future, then you might just be
ready to face it. I say “might” to
give me some wiggle room. I’m
not a very good astrologer.

GEMINI
(JUNE 20–JULY 20)

Life isn’t about the destination, but the journey. Unfortunately,
Journey doesn’t have any tour dates
near Dubuque any time soon. So maybe
it IS about the destination after all.

CANCER
(JULY 21–AUG 9)

It’s time to turn over a
new leaf. Lucky that Dubuque is
so close to Illinois, am I right?

LEO
(AUG 10–SEP 15)

If you feel ready to make
a major commitment, you may want
to hold off for now. The universe
says the feeling isn’t mutual, and
with Mars increasing, you literally
can’t survive that level of rejection.

VIRGO
(SEP 16–OCT 30)

You might want to wait
a few days for that major life event.
It’s generally agreed that three
days is the appropriate waiting time
before returning from the grave.

Find time to reach out to
those who may need your help. But
whatever you do, don’t screw it up.
It’s going to take a lot for them to
finally trust another human being
again, and with your track record…
You know what? Just sit this one out.
Leave it to an astrological sign that
has its crap together a little more.

CAPRICORN
(JAN 9–FEB 15)

Make this day your own. First
step is to start a petition to name today
after you. With enough signatures, you
can bring it before the city council and
that’s where civics and astrology come
to a head. Few will survive the ordeal,
but you will. Bonus: Your motion will be
carried, but not the motion you think.

AQUARIUS
(FEB 16–MAR 11)

Now is not the time to
trust your instincts. Instead, consult
someone wiser than you. Lucky for
you, that’s pretty much everybody.

PISCES
(MAR 12–APR 18)

You know what you need to
do. You know who needs it done. You
know where it needs doing. And when.
The “Why?” is obvious. The only question is: How are you going to do it? Oh,
God. You don’t know either, do you?

LIBRA
(OCT 31–NOV 22)

With your Neptune falling, your fate is fully in the hands of a
Scorpio. Here’s hoping that the new
Bonnie Raitt album lives up to the hype.

DANNY FAIRCHILD
DANNY FAIRCHILD IS THE ONLY THING
STANDING BETWEEN US AND THE CELESTIAL
BODIES THAT WOULD DESTROY US ALL.
KIND OF LIKE THE MOVIE ARMAGEDDON.
YOU CAN THANK HIM BY EMAILING HIM
AT DANNY@DUBUQUE365.COM.
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